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Clove residents
finally get their MTV
as cable television is
introduced to MSU.
(Sturmayr, p. 3)

--------------------------------------------------------------- News/Thursday, February 16, 1995 --------------------------------------------------------------

T h e F o u rth U .S . C ircu it C ou rt o f A p p e a ls
rules m inority scholarships are uncon stitu tion al
College Press Service
This past fall, the Fourth
U.S. Circuit Court o f Appeals
rendered an unprecedented de
cision, shocking university ad
ministrators nationw ide— mi
nority scholarships are un
constitutional.
Although the judgem ent in
Podberesky v. K irw att only af
fects the states under the juris
diction of the Fourth Circuit—
Maryland, Virginia, West Vir
ginia and North and South Caro
lina— it raises questions about
minority scholarships across the
country.
T h e three-judge panel for
the case held that the Univer
sity ofMaryland atC ollege Park
failed to present sufficient evi
dence that a race-based schol
arship program is necessary and
legal on its campus.
In 1990, Daniel Podberesky,
a Hispanic student with a 4.0
high school GPA and a 1340
SA T score, requested to be con
sidered for a four-year, full-tu
ition, non-need based scholar
ship under the sch o o l’s Ben
jamin Banneker Scholarship
Program.
Although the school admit
ted Podberesky was qualified
for the scholarship, University
o f Maryland said the scholar
ship was only open to black
stu d en ts, not H isp an ic stu
dents.
Podberesky then filed suit
in 1990 in U.S. District Court in
Maryland
A minority, or race-based,
scholarship is one which con
siders only those students of
minority ethnicities, such as
African Am erican, M exican
American, N ative American,
Puerto Rican and Pacific Is
lander, said Angela T od d, who
works on the C om m ittee of
Institutional C orporation, a
joint effort of the Big T en uni
versities to increase opportuni
ties for minority graduate stu
dents,
In recent years, the number
o f programs designed specifi
cally for those groups has vastly
increased, bringing with it in
creased controversy.
College administrators’ mo
tives for im plem enting these
programs are as varied as the
eth nic groups they target.
M any schools h op e racebased scholarships will help
diversify their student bodies.
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Every year the university’s
as hard as they have.”
O thers say these scholarships extra help.
“In theory it’s slightly insult
C o lleg e s and universities Undergraduate Office of Finan
com pensate minorities for past
ing to create a black scholarship continue to offer these scholar cial Aid receives endowm ents
discrimination.
And some offer scholarships with lower standards,” said Uni ships despite the controversy from private corporations which
express a preference for minor
to try and train minorities to versity o f Pennsylvania junior surrounding them.
For exam ple, the University ity recipients, said Bill Schilling,
work in fields w here ethnic and Undergraduate Assembly
professionalsare under-repre member Eric Tienou. “Once of Pennsylvania is not im m une director o f Undergraduate Aid.
H e said becau se o f U P
other students see that I’m an from this trend toward m inor
sented.
“I think that [minority schol African American, they would ity scholarships, d esp ite its policy, he sim ply distributes
arships] arc a vital aspect o f a lot think that I got here of lower policy not to give merit or sports
continued on p. 9
o f students’ attaining an edu standards when I have worked scholarships.
c a tio n ,” said
University of
Pennsylvania
s e n io r
Liz
M e le n d e z , a
U n ite d M i
nority Coun
c il chairper
son. “It is a
"How come we're, like, a university now, ya know, and our radio station is
tool or mecha
still, like, called W M SC?"
nism that has
b e e n im p le
i
m e n te d
to
help minority
students
com e up to par
or reach the
sam e playing
field as major
ity students.”
B u t som e
grou p s have
said the prob
le m s
surrounding
th ese scholars h ip s
out
w e ig h their
benefits.
O n e court
has already
said
th e se
sc h o la r sh ip s
are unconsti
tutional.
Others ask
how a college
or scholarship
c o m m itte e
can
d e te r 
m in e
an
a p p l i c a n t ’s
race if he or
sh e
has a
m ixed back
ground.
And some
m in o r itie s
students said
they consider
r a c e-b a se d
sc h o la r sh ip s
WMSC is a Class I Organization of the S.G.A., Inc.
an insult be
c a u se th e se
s c h o la r s h ip
a s s u m e m i
n o rity
s tu 
d e n ts need

Guess what, Folks! WMSC-FM is looking for new call
letters, and we want YOUR input! That's right, WMSCFM presents our

R E N A M E THE S T A T IO N
C O N TEST!

Got any ideas? Great! Send 'em to WMSC-FM, Room
J110, in the box marked "RENAME THE STATION
ENTRIES," along with your name and phone number.
Entries must consist of exactly four letters, beginning
with "W," and annot already be in use (like "WMSU",
for example!).
Entries are due by Thursday, February 23rd, at 5:00pm.
P.S. More BIG NEWS is coming soon! Keep your eyes
open!
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G love A partm ents g et New C om puter system
long aw aited cable T V stream lines repeat process
by Michaela Sturm ayr
T h e company Magnavision is now
providing cable television service to the
Clove Road Apartments. Cable was
first installed at the beginningof Febru
ary. M SU is the first state university to
offer cable to its students.
Students were expecting the service
to begin in the fall semester.
'The proccssof bringingcable to MSU
has taken four years. It was difficult to
find a company that would install the
cable for a reasonable price, said D ou 
glas VV. Cooper, Assistant Director o f
Residence Hall Facilities.
It was originally planned to put satel
lite dishes at Clove Road, but the hills
and buildings there made good recep
tion impossible.
I he satellite dishes were instead in
stalled on top of Bohn Hall.
T h e service was delayed because a
waiver and license had to be obtained
from the Federal C om m unications
Commission in order to run a path across
the railroad tracks to Clove Road. T h e
railroad company also had to be asked
for permission.
Cooper said another cause of delay
has been the necessity o f getting a li
cense for every channel that is offered.
Cooper is still trying to get licenses for
additional channels. 28 channels are
currently available.
T h e university has absorbed the bulk
of the cost for the cable, allowing the
students to receive the service at a re
duced rate. The contract between M SU
and Magnavision allows for one cable
outlet per apartment. Additional out
lets w ould require additional fe e s

T. V. with cable a t Clove Road Apartments
($14.95 per outlet per month.)
Students have complained that they
do not have good reception, and that
they have had problems installing the
cable. Som e were also concerned that
they would be charged for the service,
even though it is intermittent.
It has not yet been decided if stu
dents will be billed for the remainder of
the spring semester. There will not be
any charge for the fall sem ester during
which no service was provided.
M aureen G allagher, Director o f
Clove Road, said that a letter was sent
out on Feb. 3 containing information on
the service and how to hook the cable
up.
In the next few w eeks, students will
be receiving information regarding
cable service in bedrooms, cable-ready
television rental with remote ($39.95
per sem ester), converter box with re
mote (only necessary if cable-ready
TV's or VCR's are unavailable), cable
guides, etc.

by Anne Johansen
A new computer system initiated in
the Registrar’s Office during the Fall
1994 semester is streamlining the re
peat course process system, said Denise
DcBlasio, Registrar.
Prior to the Fall 1994 semester, stu
dents who had received “D ’s” and “F ’s”
in courses in past semesters were al
lowed to repeat courses, but were sup
posed to submit Repeat Course Cards,
DeBIasio said.
At the end o f each semester each card
would be manually checked along with
the academic record of each student.
T h e prior grade of “D ” or “F ” would
then be manually changed to a “R D ” or
“RF”.
DeBlasiosaid that thestudent’s grade
point average also had to be recalcu
lated to reflect the repeated course grade,
which became the final grade for the
course.
However, many students failed to
submit the cards. DeBIasio is unsure
why so many students did not. It could
be that many students did not realize
that they were supposed to or that it was
just “human nature and procrastinat
ing,” she said.
Duringthe fall semester, 1321 courses
were repeated by students, but only 686
students subm itted Repeat Course
Cards. This left 635 repeated grades
which may not have been identified
until much later and possibly not until a
student filed for graduation, which
meant that the student may have been
carrying a lower than accurate grade
point average.
For the Fall 1994 semester the new

automated process was initiated by the
Registrar’s Office and the Computer
Center.
T h e process enabled the Registrar’s
office to find old course grades for sub
sequently repeated courses immediately
and adjust the student’s grade point
average accordingly.
S tu d e n ts usually can n ot repeat
courses in which they had received a
“C-” or higher.
T h is new program identified students
who were currently repeating courses
for which they were ineligible.
T h e students were notified that the
grade earned for the fall sem ester would
be changed to “N C ” (N o Credit), be
cause credit cannot usually be received
twice for the same course. Thirty stu
dents eventually received “N C ” grades
for the fall sem ester for a repeated
course.
O ther students received Academic
Program A djustm en ts because the
course content was not the same in the
two terms the course was taken.
In certain cases, students were eli
gible for a Course Alteration so that
students could take a course for credit
more than once.
DeBIasio said that it is much more
efficient to notify students early in the
sem ester that they may be repeating a
course, for which they may receive no
continued on p. 6

Rutgers president retains position
by Greg MacSweeney
T h e Rutgers University Board ofG ovcrnorsvotedunanimouslyon Friday, Feb.
10 to allow President Francis Lawrence
to continue to lead the university.
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Students, however, vowed to con
tinue to retaliate by disrupting basket
ball games and daily life at the univer
sity.
On Tuesday, Feb. 7, a basketball
game was halted because of student
protests.
'The Board of Governors (BOG) m eet
ing lasted over eight hours and included
testimony from students and civil rights
groups that demanded the president's
resignation.
BOG President, Carleton Holstrom,
reiterated an earlier p osition that
Lawrence should not be punished for,
what he labeled, a misstatement.
Lawrence made com m ents linking
genetics and below-average test scores
of the “disadvantaged.”
“We are well aware that the state
ment was an insult to many members of
our minority community, particularly
African-Americans,” said Holstrom.
“It must be made very clear that

these statements are directly contrary to
the university’s purposes and goals,”
said Holstrom.
T h e BOG is made up of seven men
and four women.
Some 250 students protested in a
nearby room and said that civil unrest
will continue if Lawrence stays as uni
versity president.
One student said that he would sue
the president for violatingthe student’s
civil rights.
At one point during the m eeting,
some 150 students tried to storm the
m eeting room w hile Lawrence was
speaking about his plan for the future.
T h e Dean of the School o f Social
Work Mary Davidson, who is black, said
that Lawrence should not be judged so
harshly and that Law rence’s record
speaks for itself.
Davidson was interrupted many
times and booed by students during her
speech.

ONLY
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B e ll C urve lecture held
in S tu d e n t C e n te r
conservative gain o f control in the gov
ernment would cause a “profound po
larization and fragmentation of soci
e ty .” This majority hold, said Marable,
will establish, “a W hite front while iso
lating the Black community.”
Marable also sees problems in an
inter-generational division betw een
members of the African-American com 
munity. He spoke o f how two distinct
groups have arisen. One was the “we
shall overcome” generation, in honor of
those who “stood defiantly, fighting
segregation and believing that tomor
row could be better than yesterday.”
He referred to the other group as the
“hip-hop culture.” Marable praised this
current group for their dynamic cultural
expression through rap music and heri
tage celebrations, but commented that
he was wary that they had, “no sense of
future” and that many, “live for today,
because tomorrow might never com e.”
Dr. Marable stressed to the assem 
bly that, “The power to change is in our
hands.” He also believes that when he
is confronted with the question, “Where
do we go from here?” he can only ask
for an increase in leadership training.
Because he believes that through this,
“W e will get the leadership we d e 
serve.”

by D a vid Richards,
On Wednesday, Feb. 15, Dr. Man
ning Marable lectured to an assembly of
students on, “The I.Q. Controversy: Bell
Curve or Curve Ball.” Dr. Marable is
the director of Colum bia University’s
Institute of Research in African-Ameri
can studies.
T h e lecture, which was part of the
celebration of African-American Heri
tage month, was held in the student
center ballroom. Dr. Marable, a political
historian, spoke of several reasons why
the so-called “Bell C urve” theory is in
appropriate for America. He believes
that as a result of this thesis, there has
been a, “restatement o f an older racist
tradition.”
Marable reflected on the thirty year
anniversary of several key moments of
“social change all over the Black world.”
H e reflected on the passage of the 1965
votin g rights act and the Watts uprising
in Los Angeles, as w ell as the assassina
tion o f Malcom X. Marable added that
although much change had occurred at
that tim e, he felt that m any occurrences
in recent history have caused, “a more
sophisticated kind o f racism.”
Marable called the N ovem ber elec
tion results, a new “W hite male back
lash.” He said that the Republican or

AA
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N.C. State professor
on callfo r O.J. trial
RALKIGH, N. C. (CPS)- For most
North Carolinians, the O.J. Simpson
murder trial isn ’t a real part of their lives.
For Bruce Weir, it’s only a phone call
away.
Weir, the William Neil Reynolds pro
fessor of statistics at North Carolina State
University, is “on call” to testify as an
expert w itn e ss in the h igh -p rofile
Simpson case. H e will probably testify
in the early spring or summer.
W eirspecializes in population gen et
ics, the study o f genetic variation be
tween human, animal and plant popula
tions.
His research has led to the develop 
ment of statistical methods enabling
scientists to determ ine the probability
that a DNA match linking a person to a
crime scene could have arisen from
chance.
Judge Lance Ito cancelled plans for a
pre-trial admissibility hearing in which
Weir was to testify. Weir now is avail
able to the prosecution and will likely be
called to testify if the defense contends
that DNA evid en ce doesn’t adequately
take into account DNA variations be
tween races.
Critics o f D N A testing contend, just
at Simpson’s defen se team is expected
to, that certain races may have more
alleles in comm on with one another than
members of a randomly chosen sample

would. Alleles arc part ofa DNAstrand.
“(D N A testin g) has been ch al
lenged,” Weir said. “As a result of these
challenges, people are more careful
about the way they go about testing.
“It is never absolute proof...it typi
cally com es out to one in a million.”
D N A testing has been used as ad
missible courtroom evidence since 1989,
and W’eir assures that D N A testing is a
highly reliable method used to obtain
murder and rape convictions.
A D N A sample is usually taken from
blood and semen stains as well as bone,
saliva and hair.
T h ere are similarities between DNA
of brothers and sisters. For example
four brother have a 25 percent chance of
having similar DNA. T h e chances of
two unrelated people having the same
DN A profile are one in 100,000.
T h e odds of similar D N A is “one in
200,000 between parent and child. Al
though they are related, they have no
trouble distinguishing betw een parent
and child,” Weir said.
T h e similarities betw een parent and
child D N A is the basis o f paternity
testing.
Weir has been called upon to deter
mine the statistical reliability of DNA
tests in 15 trials and pre-trial hearings,
including one in Hilsboro, Ore., that
resulted in a murder conviction.

T h e Montclarion introduces

$2.99

the College Press Service.
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Cariboo

The Feb. 9 article entitled “Phone-in registration coming to M SU for 1995
Summer session ” contained several errors. Corrections are as follows.
Fall and Summer registration will be concurrent and will begin on April 3,
1995.
Students who register for Sum m er by April 21 will be sent a bill for which
payment is due by May 8.
Students who register for Fall by July 13 will be sent a bill for which
payment is due by August 3.
An information letter was sent to all students on Feb. 15,1995. It contains
more specific details and should be read carefully.

Caribbean
Student Organization
Generai Membership Meetings:
Tuesday
a
Student Center, rm 410
For more info c o n ta c t Carline Sivon, president,x5955
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M S U C am p u s P o lice re p o rt
UPDATE

compiled by the News Department

Maurice Perry, the maintenance
worker accused o f stealing five bags
of calcium chloride from the M ainte
nance Building, has pled not guilty.
His next court date is set for March 1
at Montclair Municipal Court. Perry
has resigned from his position at
MSU.
Ismael del Rio, accused of lewd
behavior for exposing him self to a
female co-worker in the library, has
pled not guilty through a lawyer. H is
next court date is set for March 23 in
Montclair Municipal Court.
Robert Evans, charged with ag
gravated assault, is awaiting a pre
indictment proceeding. Evans is from
Roebling, N e w Jersey. He is not a
student at M SU.

THEFT
Feb. 7 at 9:00 a.m. a wallet was
stolen in the Student Center.
Feb. 12 at 12:05 p.m. Jerm eil
Wade, a non-student, was arrested in
lot 28 and charged with theft o f a
motor vehicle, burglary, possession
of burglar tools, and criminal m is
chief.
Campus Police had been escort
ing an M SU student from Blanton
Hall to her car when she saw the
suspect driving her car.
The escorting officer stopped the
suspectandcalled forback-up. W ade
was taken toPassaicCountyJail. Bail
was set at $10,000. A partial paym ent
of 10% will not be accepted.
A pre-indictm ent proceeding has
been set for March 1 at Passaic County
Superior Court.
Feb. 9 betw een 1:30 p.m. and 2:00
p.m. ajacket, cellularphone and keys
were stolen from Blanton Hall. T h e
items belonged to a student worker
for residence life maintenance.
The M edia Center in College Hall
reported that betw een Septem ber o f
1994 and Feb. 2, 1995, the com p o
nents of two computers were stolen
from the new academic building. T h e
computers are now useless.
Feb. 12 at 6:00 p.m. a wallet was
stolen from a backpack in the library.
The backpack had been briefly unat
tended.

Computers from p.

ATTEMPTED
BURGLARY
Between Feb. 12 at 7:00 p.m. and
Feb. 13 at 8:00 a.m., a door lock and
handle on the east side of the Student
Center were broken. Nothing was sto
len.

WEAPONS POSSESSION
Feb. 8 at 5:15 p.m. a student reported
to Dean Harris thataresidentofBlanton
Hall was waving a gun in the lobby of
that building. When Campus Police
arrived, the suspect had reportedly left
the scene to attend a basketball gam e at
Jersey City State College.
The L ittle Falls Police were called
for back-up, w hen the suspect returned.
No weapon was found. T h e suspect
denied ever having a weapon.
Feb. 13 at 8:39 p.m. the director of
the Clove Road Apartments reported
that som eone was shooting from a sec
ond floor window. When campus police
responded, they discovered people fir
ing paint pellets at a garbage can and at
trees.
The owners o f the guns said that
they were just testing their new w eap
ons. The Cam pus Police confiscated
the guns. Charges may or may not be
filed.

MEDICAL
Feb. 7 at 12:20 p.m. a female student
reported tripping over a ramp in front of
her room in Richardson Hall. She in
jured her left ankle. The Montclair
Volunteer A m bulance Squad trans
ported her to Mountainside Hospital.

Feb. 8 at 1:40
a.m. in Bohn Hall,
a fem ale student
with a history of
asthma was trans
ported
to
M o u n ta in s id e
H osp ital by the
M ontclair Volun
teer A m b u lan ce
Squad.
Feb. 8 at 7:41
p.m. a female stu
d en t
fe ll
and
sprained her ankle
at the Clove Road
Apartments. She
was transported to
the Health Center.
Feb. 8 at 7:50 p.m. a fem ale visitor
slipped and fell in front of the Student
Center. She injured both knees. She
refused medical attention on campus.
She called her sister to take her to the
doctor.
Feb. 12 at 4:07 p.m. a fem ale resident
of Freeman hall was transported by
ambulance to Mountainside Hospital
after complaining of severe abdominal
cramps.
Feb. 12 at 10:00 p.m. a fem ale resi
dent of Freeman Hall scraped her head
on the corner of a table in the laundry
room of that building. She refused
medical transport.

ALARMS
Feb. 7 at 12:41 p.m. an alarm was
activated in Freeman Hall.
Feb. lOat 2:47 a.m. a faulty system in
Blanton Hall caused an alarm to be acti
vated.
Feb. 13 a fire alarm m alfunctioned in
the Library.
Feb. 14 at 2:30 a.m. a fire alarm mal
functioned in Blanton Hall.

ITEMS FOUND
Feb. 13 an officer found a Canon
copy machine outside the Fine Arts
Building.
Feb. 13 an officer found an I.B.M.
keyboard and modem in the wooded
area behind the Television Center near
Newman House.
Feb. 13 an officer found a stereo in

LEAKS
Feb. 11 at 2:15 a.m. a patrol officer
in the new academic building dis
covered water leaking from a ceiling
panel in a hallway.
Feb. 11 at 8:40 a.m. water was
leakingfrom ceiling tiles in room 170
in the new academic building.

ASSIST OTHER AGENCY
Feb. 11 at 8:20 a.m. Campus Po
lice assisted the Little Falls Police
Departm ent in extracting an ‘89
D odge Daytona from a snow bank.
Feb. 13 at 6:06 p.m. Campus Po
lice assisted the Montclair Police
D epartm ent in searching for three
suspects involved in a motor v e 
hicle accident with a Montclair P. D.
patrol car. T h e car that the suspects
w ere driving was stolen. T h e sus
p ects were seen heading toward
campus.

MISCELLANEOUS
Feb. 7 at 12:00 p.m. a female stu
dent reported finding vulgarepithets
written in the snow on the wind
shield and roof o f her car parked in
lot 16.
Feb. 8 at 9:40 a.m. a parked car in
lot 28 hit two other parked cars when
its parking brake failed.
Between Feb 10 at 11:00 p.m. and
Feb. 11 at 11:18 a.m. in lot 23, the
front windshield, passenger’s side
w indow , and rear w indow w ere
smashed, and the hood was dented
on and ‘87 Mazda RX7. T h e registra
tion was also expired and the car was
towed.
Feb. 11 at 6:07 p.m. the food ser
vice manager o f the Blanton Hall
Cafeteria reported that two males
entered the cafeteria after it had
closed. T he were told they could not
stay, but they proceeded to eat any
way. When Campus Police arrived,
the manager agreed to let the indi
viduals stay. T h e matter will be
resolved internally.
Feb. 14 at 2:15 a.m. som eone
sneaked past the desk in Bohn Hall
without proper identification. T h e
individual could not be located.
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course, for which they may receive no
credit, than for the student to find out
after the sem ester has ended.
Most students will not have to file
Course Repeat Cards. “The only stu
dents who need to submit a card to us
are those repeating courses which have
acourse num berchange,” said DeBlasio.

M O \ K .I.A R I O X

F eb. 13 b e 
tween 8:45 p.m.
and 9:20 p.m. a ‘93
Suzuki S id e k ick
was broken into in
lot 21. T h e front
passen ger’s sid e
door was damaged.
A com p act d isc
changer, speakers,
an
a m p lifie r ,
C .D .’s, c a s s e tte
tapes and so m e
clothing were sto
len.

front of the garage on Heating Plant
Way.

Join the Montclarion.
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ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE, TECHNO, TRANCE ETC.
DANCE CLUB

n i n e n T i o m q >just 1° m,nutes fr° mcampus.take

U in C U
I l U I M O . RT. 3 EAST TO PASSAIC AVE. EXIT GO
RIGHT OFF RAMP. GO TO THIRD TRAFFIC LIGHT AND MAKE LEFT ONTO VAN
HOUTEN AVE. GO TO FIRST TRAFFIC LIGHT AND MAKE RIGHT ONTO B'WAY.
LOOP IS ONE BLOCK ON RIGHT SIDE.

373 BROADW AY, P A S S A IC P A R K , NJ
2 0 1 -3 6 5 -0 8 0 7
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Death by gun totals near auto deaths
College Press Service
DAVIS, Calif.— T h e number two
cause o f unnatural death in this nation is
rising with a bullet.
According to a new report from the
University of California at Davis, the
number of people killed annually by
guns is creeping closer to the number of
people killed in car accidents each year.
“In the 6 0 ’s, we used the phrase ‘the
carnage on our nation’s streets’ to refer
to deaths and injuries from motor ve
hicle trauma, “ said Garen W intemute,
author o f “Trauma in Transition: Trends
in Deaths from Firearm and Motor V e
hicle Injuries.” “Now in the 1990’s that
is a phrase better applied to gun vio
lence.”
W intem ute says that 40,230 Ameri

cans were killed by firearms in 1993.
That same year, 40,880 were killed in
automobile accidents.
Although the data for 1994 is not yet
available, Wintemute says it is more
than likely that those killed by guns will
outnumber those killed in auto acci
dents.
While motor vehicle deaths have de
clined by 50 percent since 1969, gun
violence, specifically deaths from inju
ries sustained by firearms, increases by
41 percent form 1984 to 1993, says
Wintemute.
While no detailed data is available for
violent crime on college campuses, Fed
eral Bureau o f Investigation data identi
fied eight murders on college campuses
in 1993. Overall, the data, based on

voluntary information submitted by col
leges and universities, showed 3,289
violent crimes occurred on college cam
puses in 1993 - of which 2,101 were
classified as aggravated assaults.
African-American males betw een the
ages of 15 and 24 died at a rate o f 176.8
per every 100,000 people in 1993. That
number is up dramatically from 1984,
when the ratio was 55.9 to 100,000. The
1994 rate is 5.4 times higher than the
death rate for white males in the same
age group.
“Death rates from firearm injuries
are at their highest level since the gang
ster days of 1932,” says W intem ute,
who suggests the government start a
comprehensive effort teaching others
the dangers and finality of gun violence.

Students carry pocket escorts in N.Y.
College Press Service
R O C H E S T E R , N .Y .— S tu d en ts
walking hom e late at night at a N ew
York-state college now carry pocketsized escorts for protection.
Nazareth College in Rochester is test
ing a wireless transmitter that lets stu
dents alert campus security o f problems
with the touch of a button.
The transmitter, called Security Es
cort, was developed by Em ergency

Communications, also based in Roch
ester.
Security Escort is a wireless trans
mitter about the size of a car alarm
control that students can carry in their
backpacks, pockets, purses or hands. If
the student finds herself in a potentially
dangerous situation, she presses two
buttons on the device, which signal the
campus security system.
Because of numerous receivers located

®AA R U S H ,t,AA

throughout the campus, security person
nel can locate and identify the student
within seconds and dispatch help.
And to scare off attackers before help
arrives, a siren and flashing light will be
set off at the nearest receiver. “T he
situation will automatically draw atten
tion to itself because of the alarm,” says
Art Brent, presidentof Emergency Com 
munications. “In the meantime, help
will be on the way.”

PART-TIME JOBS
AVAILABLE AS

PACKAGE
HANDLERS

Load-unload vans
Sunday through Thursday
M id night Shift
1 A M -6 AM

$7.50/hr.

$9/hr.

to start
after 90 days
Opportunities for advancement into parttime management positions and career
opportunities in operations, s a le s...
following graduation.
Call or apply in person between 10 AM
and 4 PM at the term inal nearest you.

ROADWAY PACKAGE
SYSTEM, INC.
19 Daniel Road
Fairfield, RJ 07006

201- 882-6629
IK. M « to Passaic Are. Exit. Make
M t off Exit 91k two Mocks make right
on to Daniel Rd.
69 Roots 17 South
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604

201- 288-7498
Wractty behind Allied Office Supply

pardonourDust

P h i A lp h a D e lta
Rush meeting
on February 20th

LSAT Diagnostic exam
(Practice) Feb. 25 & 26
Kaplan Seminar on
March 2 nd at 6:30 pm
Building B
Find out how to take Kaplan at a Discount price. For
more info call Joanne Vos at 279-8649
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A T T E N T IO N S T U D E N T S
DUE TO STORE WIDE
RENOVATIONS
THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
WILL BEGIN RETURNING UNSOLD
TEXTBOOKS ON

FEBRUARY 20
P L E A SE PU R C H A SE A N Y N EED ED TEX T S
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Minority from p. 2
this m oney to the best-quali
fied needy recipient.
“Our policy is to m eet the
needs o f any needy students,
regardless of race,” he e x 
plained.
U P ’s Wharton Graduate Of
fice o f Financial Aid also report
distributing corporate minority
scholarships, said M ic h e lle
Palmer, associate director of
adm issions at Wharton Gradu
ate Division.
W h en e sta b lish in g such
scholarships, corporations such
as General Electric request that
the financial aid office pick the
minority recipient or select sev
eral students to be considered
by the corporation, Palmersaid.
T h e Graduate O ffice of Fi
nancial Aid, however, estab
lished its own Fontaine F el
lowship in 1968 in honor o f the
university’s first fully affiliated
black faculty member, Profes
sor W illiam F on tain e, said
Janice Madden, the vice pro
vost for Graduate Education.
M adden said the full-tuition
and fill 1-support fellow ship was
was founded for m inorities be
cause establishing such a schol
arship was the best way to honor
the late Professor Fontaine.
C ollege officials across the
country say minority scholar
ships are the most effective
means to attract minority stu
dents to attend their schools.
C a th o lic U n iv e r s ity o f
America in Washington, D.C.,
established its scholarship pro
gram to attract minority stu
dents to the school.
T h e scholarship the school
offers, the Geno Baroni Schol
arship, is a $5,000-per-year mi
nority grant based on financial
need.
“It was created for recruit
m ent reasons; we w anted to
increase minority enrollm ent,”
said Paul Patclunas, the direc
tor o f financial aid for Catholic
University.
Similarly, the C larence B.
Allen Scholarship, a $12,000,
non-need based grant began the
C ollege o f Wooster’s minority
enrollm ent drive.
“W e want to continue the
Afro-Am erican p r e sen ce on
campus and encourage enroll
m e n t,” e x p la in e d
R obin
Gabriel, Wooster assistant di
rector o f admissions and coor
dinator o f multiethnic recruit
ment.
Gabriel said m inority stu
dents feel their only chances to
receive scholarships are through
sports. Therefore, she said she

feels a need to create scholar
ships for 30 students a sem ester
to keep up Wooster’s present
rate o f minority enrollment.
“W e have to show that we
are dedicated to enrolling [mi
nority students],” she contin
ued. “T here are other incen
tives for them to come besides
sports.”
And, colleges with histori
cally single-race enrollm ents
hope that offering m oney to
will m ake up for past biases.
University systems such as
those o f Maryland and Florida
started race-based scholarship
programs to com pensate for
years o f d is 
c r im in a tio n
against minor
ity groups, es
p ecia lly Afri
can Americans.
“T h e whole
state had dis
c r im i n a t e d
against minor
ity s tu d e n ts ,
and w e wanted
to address that
with affirm a
tive a c tio n ,”
said
Frank
Valines, associ
ate director of
client services
at UM .
In 1978, the
Florida Board
of R egents de
term ined that
thepubliceducational system
had to start pro
gram s w h ich
would redress
the s y s te m ic
discrimination
that had been
in practice for
the majority of
F lorida’s his
tory, according
to
R egin a
Sofer, associate
vice chancellor
and director of
Equal Oppor
tu n ity
Pro
grams o f the
Florida Boards
of R egents.
Ac c or d
ingly, the Uni
v e r sity
of
F l o r i d a G a in e s v ille ,
along with the
rest o f the
F l o r i d a
schools, started
its G ra d u a te
M inority F el
lowship and its

M cKnight Doctoral F e llo w 
ships, said Jane B urm anI lolton, the director ofprograms
and information for graduate
and minority programs at U n i
versity o f Florida.
W ithoutsuch remedies, fe d 
eral fundingforthestate’s pub
lic universities would have been
in jeopardy.
“T h e federal governm ent
almost revoked funding,” Sofer
said. “[T h e federal govern 
ment] said, ‘If you choose to be
federal governmentcontractors,
start these programs with state
money.’”
The University of Maryland

atCollege Park created its B en
jamin Banneker Scholarship
Program, the program nam ed
in last m on th ’s court decision,
to “recruit a talented pool to
the state,” said Maryland A ssis
tant Director of Undergradu
ate Admissions Pat Walton.
“T hese students are [sought]
after across the country,” she
said. “W e want the leaders,
and minority scholarships arc
the best way to recruit the best
and the brightest.”
“There is a need for more
money for American minority
students,” said John Skillings,
director o f undergraduate finan

cial aid at Thundcrbird U n i
versity. “In order to maintain
the caliber o f our students, we
had to establish these fellow 
ships.”
M inority scholarships re
main a debated issue. U niver
sities and colleges continue to
have them and offer minority
students m oney to attend their
school. At the same time, these
scholarships will always have
critics.
But until the appeal o f the
Podbereskyv. Kirwan decision is
heard, administrators and stu 
dents nationwide will be play
ing a waiting game.

RUSH
R J-JJ

ihA.

iü < Ü M A

NATIONAL
SORORITY !
"^urs feb*23 - 9:30
W ed m!ar 1 - 9:30

Mon

mar' 6

- 8:oo

MEET DOWNSTAIRS IN BLANTON AT ENTRANCE
RIDES WILL BE AVAILABLE
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL CAROLINE AND JENNIFER
EXTENSION 4933
PHI SIG M A SIGMA IS A CLASS IV ORGANIZATION OF THE SGA
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Cranes a n d
2ndchances
by Darla Bruno
I like the Cranes, I really do. But the
first time I saw them on their Forever tour
over a year ago, I thought I wasted 12
hard-earned bucks. Then, theirstage pres
ence was insipid and their sound dull.
Well, they’ve come a long way. Since
then, they’ve created their third album,
Loved (Arista), also the soundtrack to the
British film Scarborough Ahoy.
Last Thursday night’s showat Tramps
in Manhattan replaced my previous dis
appointment with satisfaction.
The Cranes played a full set of new
and old. T h ey had quite a following from
all walks of life.
At the first cherubic utterance from
lead singer, Alison Shaw’s mouth, the
crowd was thrown into a trance.
Ms. Shaw is not the most animated
performer but her timid movements and
awkwardness created a stage personality
that acclimated to her music. Her vocals
are terrifically child-like, almostelfin. After
each song, she bowed to her adoring audi
ence and whispered “thankyou” in a way

that sounded like she just inhaled from a
helium balloon.
T h e Cranes were previously regarded
as gothic, probably since touring with the
Cure after the release of their second
album. But I believe they’ve emerged
into somethingelse, something more pow
erful. Labelling the Cranes gothic, limits
their sound to a neat little category that
overlooks their musical nuances.
At the end of their set Thursday, the
crowd pleaded for more. Minutes later
the band cheerily responded and played
four more songs off Loved.
Thoroughly satisfied, the crowd lin
gered and reveled in the after moments of
the Cranes successful performance.

MAINSTAGE THEATRE SERIES
Department o f Broadcasting, Speech Communication,
Dance & Theatre
■presents-

DHNCELDORKS ‘ 95
February 23-25 at 8pm
February 24 & 26 at 2pm
Memorial Auditorium

Call (201) 6 5 5 -5 1 1 2 for T icket Inform ation

Cranes at the advent of their album Loved

MARK YOUR CALENDARS
ON CAMPUS...
Tonite
Telescope Night (every
Thurs. thru May 4)
8-9pm In front of
Richardson Hall

Feb* 18
Lecture
“Surviving rhe African
Holocaust“ by James
Cameron 7-10pm Stu
dent Center Ballrooms
Free

Feb* 23
Lecture

Art Forum Lecture Series,
Geanna Mere!a, Photographer
Caleia Fine Arts Building Rm.
135 3:1 $-4;50pm
D ance

Mainstage Theatre Senes
presents Danceworks ‘95
(thru Feb. 26) 8pm
students$4, 24th and 26th
2pm matinee

OFF CAMPUS...

Feb* 20

Tonite

Comedy*
Dave Street, Humorist,
folk rapper in the Ratt
7:30pm

Music

interesting Guys, Maul
Girls, Triple Forbidden
Taboo, Girl 'l oucher at

(Continental 25 T hird Ave. at
St. Marks (212) 529-6924
Free!

Feb* 17
Music

New Jersey Chamber Music
Society Presents Ruth
Laredo, Pianist, Union Con
gregational Church, 176
Cooper Ave. Upper Montclair,
Students $6 begins at 8:30pm
Groove Collective with T h e
Source and Sou Isticc $10 at
9:15pra Wetlands Î61 Hudson
S t (212) 9664225
Com ed y

Eric Bogosian at T h e State
Theatre 19 Livingston Ave.
New Brunswick begins at
8pm (908) 246-7469

Fur nutre Info, regarding events on or o ff cam pus, p íe m e contact DarUi at X 5 1 6 9 .
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Film

Through th e Olive Trees
by Abbas Kiarostami
opens at Village East
Cinema at 12th S t and
Second Ave. (212) 5296893

Feb. 23
Music
Nina Hagen with
Madparade and Slave to
the Siren at Limelight 6 Av.
and 20 Sr. starts at 9pm tix.
$l2.50adv, $151908(212)
807-7850
Dave Matthews Band with
Big Head T o d d at
Rowland 239 W. 52
S t(2 12) 247-0200
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E lem ents of Style
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by Jennifer Macaluso
Very Necessary Accessories
With Spring just around the corner, it is
time once again tostartperusingthe stores
for the fabulous fashion finds of the sea
son. Though this task can be costly, there
are various ways o f modernizing your
wardrobe without tapping into that all too
accessible student loan. A common mis
conception made by consumers is that
one has to be among the wealthy to obtain
the sensational styles depicted in fashion
magazines. Let’s face it, there are price
tags dangling from select clothing that can
make the most economically stable per
son gasp for air. T his would include the
exorbitant “haute coutre” fashions. An
option to coutre, would be the “pret-aporte” (ready to wear) line, though they
too can get expensive. N ever fear! There
is an alternative way o f achieving that
trendy look of the season without break
ing the bank. How to do this? One word:
accessorize.
Practical consumers tend to go for the
recyclables. They invest in clothing that
can be worn year after year. Some of the
salvageables would include the “classic”
styles which have the potential of trans
forming into the desirable wear of the
trendy and hip. The question is, howdoes
one go about initiating this metamorpho

sis? This can easily be achieved by using
and incorporating the right accessories.
T h e next question would evidentially be,
which accessories? T h e Spring lines
brought forth a diverse group of accent
pieces to please even the most conserva
tive consumer. T h ese are just a few o f the
soon to be sought after accessories o f the
season.
With mostly body defining styles grac
ing the runways this season, it’s no won
der why this first fashion accessory was
the predominant item of the passing
Springshows. I am referringto the skinny,
1-inch waist defining belt. It can even
give the old pear-shaped bodies some
curves. The belts are meant to cinch the
waistline and can be worn over T-shirts,
sweaters and dresses. Designer Calvin
Klein stated in an article in Women's Wear
D aily, “the belt is the essential item o f the
season that no woman could afford to be
without.” With fashion’s lust for luxe this
season,-a glam little belt is a relatively
cheap way to jazz up your wardrobe.
Remember those old Mary Janes? You
know...the ones you use to kick the little
boys with? T h ey have once again sur
faced onto the fashion scene, though they
have grown up a bit. This season you can
find them in both leather and polished
patent high-heeled versions. Although

you’re not a little girl anymore, these shoes
are sure to take you back a few years. A
more sophisticated look for evening can
be achieved with the elegant and sexy
strappy sandal. The colors are both soft
and severe and the styles range from spikes
to sling-backs to stilettos. T h e most fash
ionable feet in town have been spotted
wearing these hot little numbers, among
them, Madonna. Gianne Versace featured
a spread of the “Material girl” in Harper’s
Bazaar sporting his stunning, studded ver
sion. Speaking o f studs, glitzy glamour has
gone to our heads, literally. Hair orna
ments are back in full force this year,
especially barrettes. But designers are up
dating the old plastic clips with brilliant
gemstones, geometric crystals and buttonsize florals in gold and silver. T h ese jew
eled accents can bring a touch of 40s Hol
lywood glamour to any hairstyle. So bust
out that comb, make a deep side part, add
a few of these gem-covered hair clips and
you’ll see how sophisticated your coiffure
will look. Designer Todd Olhams’ color
ful, studded cross clips are trendy and fun.
Last year’s whole back pack craze in
spired handbag designers to indulge in the
big sack trend. This year handbags have
become more nondescript by being fea
tured in smaller and more compact ver
sions. The forties-inspired clutch bag is

the perfect fashion accessory for the new
slim silhouettes. Put away the longstrapped bags. This season the small
hand-held bags in dreamy pastels, muted
patents and transparents should also be
on your shopping list this Spring. But
don’t commit a major fashion faux pans
by not corresponding handbags with belts
and shoes.
W hile all of these trends may be noth
ing more than a passing whim, perfume
is the one accessory that consistently
remai ns timeless. I n contrast to last year’s
heavy oriental notes and hippy patchouli
based perfumes, the scents of this season
consist of light florals that are sure to
please anyone’s senses. Some of the new
alluring aromas are L ’Eau D ’Issey by
Issey Miyake, Parfum d ’e te ’ by Kenzo
and Sun Moon and Stars by Karl
Lagerfeld. Remember, noone likes to sit
next to a person who has obviously bathed
in ascent. Don’t offend. Apply carefully.
W ell there you have it, my list of the
hottest fashion accessories for the Spring.
You can find these fabulous fashion pieces
at prices ranging from the ultra cheap to
the super costly. It’s up to you to decide
on what you can and cannot afford. N ow
get ready, all you stylish fashion folk.and
walking fashion disasters, get out there
and accessorize!

As promised, “T h e Most Brainless
Brain Movie of All T im e .”
T h e nominees are: The Brain Eaters
(1958, Dir: Bruno VeSota) Creatures from
outer space resembling fluffy bedroom
slippers invade the earth and drill holes in
the heads of their victims, then suck out
their brains. The “good doctor” (Edwin
N elson, also the producer) tries to save
the earth by electrocuting the fluffy en 
em ies but unfortunately kills himself in
the process, a true hero! T h e film is based
on Robert Heinlen’s The Puppet Master.
The Brain from Planet Arous (1957, Dir:
Nathan Hertz) A large “hamburger-like
floating brain” called Gor, takes over the
brain o f nuclear physicist, John Agar. Agar’s
dog is also taken over by a “good” alien
brain called Vol. Vol alerts Agar’s girl
friend (Joyce Meadows) o f the take over
and she comes to his rescue by taking an
ax to the bad brain, Gor.
The Brain That Wouldn 7 Die (1959, Dir:
Joseph Green) A true love story! Surgeon,
Herb Evers gets into a car accident with
his girlfriend (Virginia Leith). His girl
friend is decapitated due to the accident.
Fortunately, thesurgeon manages to keep

her head alive by hooking it up to some
“advanced” equipm ent he has in his labo
ratory.
T he girlfriend wants to die, but the
sneaky surgeon has other plans. He finds
a young woman with a beautiful body and
plans to graft her body to his girlfriend’s
head. The bodiless girlfriend doesn’tseem
to like this idea and threatens to let loose
the “dreaded thing in the closet.” T h e
thing in the closet sets the lab on fire and
only the girlfriend’s head remains long
enough to giggle, “See! I told you to let
m e die...hee! hee! hee!”
Now, the Golden Turkey Award’s win
ner for “The Most Brainless Brain M ovie
o f All Time”:
TheySavedHitler's Brain (Alternate title:
TheMadman ofM andoras, 1964, Dir: David
Bradley) Hitler’s brain has been kept alive
on an island in the Caribbean and is giving
orders to the Nazis that live there. H e is
commanding them to destroy the world.
T h e Medved brothers attribute this film ’s
winning status to the fact that the “pickled head o f‘Mr. H ’ [kept alive in a bullet
proof glass jar| makes for the most ridicu
lous brain of all.”

Additional “Brain Films” worth seeing:
TheBrain (1962, F reddie F rancis), Brain of
Blood (1971, A1 Adamson), The Brain
Snatcher (1936, Robert Stevenson) and The
Brainiac (1961, Chano Urveta).
NEXT WEEK: A look at the “Most
Inane and Unwelcome ‘Technical Ad
vance’ in Hollywood History”
Film Foozle of the Week: (Taken from
“Film Flubs: More Memorable Movie
Mistakes” by Bill Givens) In the opening
scene of Easy Rider (1969), after scoring
on a drug deal, Peter Fonda and Dennis

Hopper get ready to start out on their
motorcycles for N ew Orleans and Mardi
Gras. Fonda is stuffing his share of the
money into a plastic tube, which he slips
into the gas tank of his bike. Notice that
he’s wearing an expensive Rolex watch
when he screws down the cap. In the
next scene, he and Hopper pause in the
desert while he symbolically strips off
the watch and throws it away. This time
it’s a cheap Timex, with a Twist-O-Flex
band. There’s even a close-up of the
cheap watch ticking away on the ground.
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by Henry Veggian
This week: Marilyn Manson
Welcome to the back door of American
culture. This column will be dedicated to
reviews, observations, opinions, and vari
ous propaganda concerning the few re
maining spaces in our society that can still
truly be labeled as “sub-cultural” or “al
ternative.”
This is an experiment, and it will only
work if you approach it with your mind
open and your circuitry wired for repro
gramming. Any comments and criticism
will be appreciated, as we hope to stir
some talk with this column, and we make
no claims to any kind of authority. In
stead, we want to offer the readers a kind
of freak show that is both inspiring and
subversive. If you have a weak stomach,
are susceptible to feeling like a victim, or
never watched Twin Peaks, Godzilla, or
Taxi Driver, don’t ever think of reading
this column again.
T he recent explosion of so-called “al
ternative” music into the mainstream of
American media has created a vacuum in
the various underground music scenes.
The filling of this space is comparable to
the recent trend in Hollywood, where
movie fans now flock to Pulp Fiction rather
than the new Arnold Schawarzenegger
film. What can we say is the source of this
trend? Maybe people are fed up with the
1980’s super-budget style. Or, as some
say, it is a sign o f the imminent collapse of
our society. Well, if the apocalypse sounds
anything like Marilyn Manson did at the
Limelight this past Sunday night, then I
say Hallelujah!
Marilyn Manson’s debut album Por
trait of an American Family was released
last year, and the fact that it was produced
by Trent ReznorofNine Inch Nails didn’t
hurt atall. Marilyn, however, have a unique
style that combines a convincing rejec
tion of southern white trash and TV cul
ture while at the same time embodying
the most twisted imagery o f the same
culture it claims to refute and writing
some damn good songs. Imagine if the
children of all the Elvis junkies and Jerry'
Faiwell types took a lot of L S D and pro
created. That family is Marilyn Manson.
Their set on Sunday featured all of the
good jams from the album, including a
super-sludge industrial cover of the Eurythmics classic “Sweet Dreams.” Their
live show included cross-dressing, a kero
sene fire, audience degradation and im
personation by the lead singer of movie
villain Buffalo Bill (the killer from Silence
of the Lambs) that made everyone in the
club want to go home and take a shower
and be afraid to do so at the same time
(play Psycho music here).
There are very few bands who can play
good songs and retain your attention while
at the same time projecting a powerful
stage presence. Marilyn Manson is one of
the few bands that succeed in creating a
powerful atmosphere both visually and
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aurally. If you liked Oliver Stone’s Natu
ra l Bom Killers, than this is a band you will
like.
A friend of mine in South Florida
recommended them to me about four
years ago, and they already had a big
followingthen.AlongwithGenitorturers,
this is one of the few bands that have
com e out of the Florida underground in
recent years that are both original, con
vincingly absurd, and write good, catchy
songs. Trendy they are not, and these
guys were writing serial-killer pop songs
for America before anyone ever thought
of combiningindustrial music, body pierc
ing and VCR’s
I suppose this band brings up the usual
batch o f questions. Why are American
kids buying this trash? What merits could
it possibly have?
Well, I guess it depends what you
mean by merits. If something rejects pop
culture while at the same time wearing
that same culture’s most disgusting and
psychologically twisted masks, isn’t it a
paradox? Well, yeah. If underground
music is the only place where band can
criticize the corporate world without be
ing kicked off their record labels, is that a
sign of open and artistic critique and
discourse or another instance of oppres
sion? Or is it just a well-concealed corpo
rate strategy to make kids buy some
thing? Well, I don’t know. T o be honest,
I don’t care. I just like talking about it.
I will stick to my b elief that any band
or artist who is a member of the current
15-30 year old generation and tries to get
away with acting as if television never
happened is either a damned good liar or
were raised in the vault of a bank. I love
my television, and I’m not ashamed to
admit I have been polluted by it. Marilyn
Manson are a band who turn that pollu
tion into art.
Darla and I are anxious to hear from
people. Suggestions for reviews in any
genre of music, film, theatre, TV, fashion
or art are welcome. By the way, did any
one catch the Dario Argento film retro
spective at the American Museum of the
Moving Image this past week? I was sick.
But who isn’t?

your
Montclarions

by Moses Saekm itz
The Nevada Diner is a strange place,
Halfway between gaudy and “classy” it
is situated on Broad Street not far north o f
Bloomfield Ave., a perfect place fot those
tiding the 28 bus, and for those accuscorned to the N ew Jersey habit of diner
visiting.
Foods sampled were coffee, a buttered
bagel, scrambled eggs with hash browns,
and french fries with mozzarella cheese
and gravy (Disco Fries). These foods w ere
chosen for their affordability and appeal
to hip college students. T he eggs were
sutprisingly good, the hash browns were
“mushy and bland, but were treated to a
brand new bottle o f unopened Ketchup,”
a cohort commented. “As disco fries go,
they were normal but that's not saying
much,” says Naren Smiles-Duffy. H e
added that the mozzarella was nice and
stringy. On the down side, the buttered

bagel was overly buttered, so much that
someone had to squeeze the bagel like a
grapefruit to relieve it o f its excess butter,
I f you go, make sure to ask for butter on
the side.
Lacking a Las Vegas theme, the walls
were generously mirrored amplifying various muzak interpretations o f Billy Joel
songs. It’s strange how mucJt “Only the
Good Die Young” sounds like the them e
to “Facts of L ife.” W e were also in the
lovely company o f som e freaky punkedout waitresses w h o called us “Honey.”
Compared to other diners, the prices were
typical but not too expensive, Rerocm*
ber, it’s the atmosphere you pay for.
T o conclude, the Nevada Diner is a
notable alternative to the Six Brothers
Diner, which is frequently attended by
Montclair Students. When you go, re
member to sit with your back to the
mirrors.______________________________

Lacking David L ee
Roth, Van H alen
teeters on mediocrity
well-played and arranged, and will attract
by George Olschewski
lighters galore w hen they are played live.
T he more I listen to Van Halen, the
11 also seems that Van Hagar is making
more I long for the return of David L ee
a stab at instrumentals. I have no argu
Roth. For me, the glory days of Van Halen
were 1984, Diver Down, basically up to ment with that. M any bands have awe
David Lee Roth’s departure. The days some instrumentals- Rush, Yngwie J.
that followed, shall we say, leave som e Malmsteen, Extreme, Joe Satriani, and
thing to be desired, including their latest Steve Vai to name a few. However, the
effort, Balance.
ones Van Hagar attem pt are so-so.
The song that’s getting the most airplay “Baluchitherium” has a sound similar to
lately (i.e. played to death by Q-104, Z- Steve Vai, and since I like Steve Vai,
that’s okay. “D oin ’ T im e ” isn’t really an
100, etc.) is “Don’t T ell M e,” which opens
with a grinding riff before Sammy Hagar instrumental, per se- it sounds more like
begins his latestscreamfest. Sammy’scats- an extended drum solo with a little back
in-heat howling dampens much of the ground thrown in, and “StrungOut” is, to
be blunt, boring.
quality of the album. Put bluntly, he
screams more than he sings. “Big Fat
Outside of these few tunes, most of the
M oney” is another screamer, and other album sounds like the rest of the past Van
wise forgettable tune. That’s one good ‘‘Hagar repertoire. 011812,5150, these both
thing about Roth- his singing style is a lot might as well be carbon copies. The hit
more tolerable. As a matter of fact, I e n  formulastill remains the same. “Can’tStop”
joyed (and still do enjoy) the beach rock a sounds much like “Why Can’t This Be
Love,” or “How Do I Know If It’s Love.”
la “Panama” style. In fact, 1984 takes m e
back to Daytona Beach and my last Spring
I know I’m never going to see the old
Break fiesta.
Van I lalen return, and that is truly a sad
In other places, it’s almost difficult to thing. If there was a band that ever had its
figure out just who wants to do what. own sound signature, it was Van I lalen.
“Amsterdam” is so musically cluttered, it I can still pick out Alex Van Halen’sdrum
sounds disjointed, like two musicians are sounds out of any song, and Eddie Van
playing in different time signatures.
Halen is one of rock’s best lead guitarists.
Don’t get me wrong, there are a few T h ese two brothers provided the band
decent tunes on the album. “Aftershock” with the music and the name, but in my
has a great beat (not surprising, with Alex book, only David L ee Roth is the voice of
Van Halen on drums), and can be placed Van Halen. Balance is an interesting title,
with the great cruising tunes that Van because this effort is teetering on the
I lalen (notVan Hagar) has come out with. edge of a really good album and medioc
“ l ake Me Back” and “N ot Enough” are rity.
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•Wednesday February 22 Yakety Yak Cafe Present a "Who Rocks the Jer
sey Shore?" Winter Beach Reunion Party! *250 Joey Harrison's Surf
Club
•1995 VIP Cards will be given aw ay *Live performance by Freestyle Diva Judy
Torres *$500 Bikini Contest Hosted by Special Guest Beada B.

•Limbo Contests - Frozen Drink Specials- Bacardi Rum give aways - $2 Ice
House and Red Dogs all nite. Free Hot Dogs and Hamburgers 9-11pm
•Party begins 9pm Ladies drink free with this Ad (Present at Front Door)

•Ladies free admission with this Ad ($5. w/o) Any drink $3. All Night
•DJ's Jerry Damao and Mike Rizzo spin Beach Party Music and 70's - 90fsDance Hits
Must be 21 years of age or older. Dress Summer Casual.
Interested Contestants for the Bikini Contest can call 201-777-2044 for Prize and
Rules Information.

Yakety Yak Cafe
1296 Van Houten Ave.
Clifton 777-2044

r
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HOW TO GET YOUR JOLLIES
AT COLLEGE 24 HOURS A DAY.
Open a tab at a diner.
Belgian waffles and cheese fries with gravy
are delicious, regardless o f the hour.

*

Visit a local court of law.
Plenty o f seating, unique conversation and
drama that improves the later it gets.

Be the gym night janitor.
W ork out at your leisure and never wait
in line for lat pulldowns o r the erg.

*

Get a Citibank Classic card.
For your peace of mind, operators are on
call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
crriB A N iQ
x u J k 4 ‘ c.

W E R E L O O K IN G O U T FO R Y O U .

To apply, call I 800-CITIBANK.

M O N TCI.A RIO N
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CRITICS
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MEETING TIME: thurs. 4:30 p.m.
COME TO OFFICE RM 113A STUDENT
CENTER ANNEX OR CALL 655-4410
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Get off your butt, Slacker
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Residence Life has com e under considerable fire lately, but they have shown at
last that they are capable of addressing students’ m ost important concerns. T h e
connection of cable T V service marks a triumphant end to a four-year struggle to
bring M SU up to national academic standards.
T h e obstacles were formidable. Poor reception at Clove Road made satellitedish installment there impracticable, but then shifting the dishes to Bohn Hall
meant the railroad tracks had to be crossed. Permission was needed from the
railroad company, and a waiver had to be got from the Federal Communications
Commission.
No matter. Assistant Director o f Residence Hall Facilities Douglas Cooper was
on the job. He surmounted these barriers and is now occupied in securing licenses
for channels beyond the 28 already in service. Mr. Cooper is also looking into the
possibility of bedroom cable service.
We would like to thank Mr. Cooper and Residence Life for their diligence in this
matter. We may have to endure damp, musty rooms and long, bone-chilling fire
drills; and, yes, we may have to live with a little unreasonable search and seizure on
the odd Thursday night. But at least now we have something to do during those
interminable weekends and dreary, empty reading days.

Opinion/Thursdoy, February 1ó, 1995

MONTCLARION MAILBAG
VISTA veterans sought

Give me art or give m e death

As a former Volunteer in Service to
America (VISTA), I am writing to bring to
the campus community’s attention the
fact that V IST A is trying to contact former
VISTA Volunteers for participation in
events marking the program’s 30th anni
versary.
VISTA does not have current addresses
for many o f the 100,000 Americans who
served in the program, and wants to in
volve them in local, regional, and national
events commemorating three decades of
VISTA service. VISTA also hopes to
offer its alumni opportunities to get in
volved in current service projects.
On October 1, 1993, VISTA officially

If Michael Rubino had taken the time
to read his Carnegie Hall stage bill a little
more closely, he would have found the
following: “Unlike other major cultural
institutions, Carnegie Hall has virtually
no endowment”.
Amongthe proponents Rubinoaccuses
of “demanding” continued funding for
the arts is Charlton Heston, NRA posterboy extraordinaire, who gave a speech to
the House of Representatives two weeks
ago that even Frank Fleischman would
have loved. Heston “actually demanded”
further funding through an impassioned
plea that acknowledged that the arts
should not be subject to the expense
cutting mania now sweeping the political
arena.
Funding for the arts is an investment in
the cultural future of our nation. The fact
that one of our most famous conservatives
was willing to challenge the absurd voteattracting strategy of cut, cut, cut, is testa
ment to the greatness of our artistic heri
tage; a heritage that, to shallow-minded
fools like Rubino, is only useful for the
purpose of canvassing votes and targeting
political scapegoats.
Not only was Rubino’s article unin
formed, it conveniently ignored the other
half of the picture. When Mr. Rubino
writes that “There is no justification for
citizens being forced to subsidize mate
rial which demeans theircountry, culture,
and religion,” he overlooks the fact that
not every American is a Christian SuperPatriot like himself who week after week
spews out one dimensional and dogmatic

became part of the President’s national
service initiative. T h e VISTA program
was signed into law in August 1964, and
the first VISTA Volunteers entered ser
vice in January 1965. Currently, about
3,700 VISTA Volunteers serve at more
than 800 local projects across the country.
Readers knowing others who served in
VISTA are asked to pass the word and
encourage former VISTA Volunteers to
write VISTA, Washington, D.C. 20525,
or call: 1-800-424-8867.
In addition, I invite former VISTAs to
contact me c/o the Department of Sociol
ogyProf. Arnold Korotkin

R akow sky fan-club
w elcom es n ew m em ber
In response to Candice M eyer’s criti
cism of Assistant Director of Residence
Life Kevin Rakowsky (Feb. 2, p.29,) I
must agree strongly with her comments. I
am a resident and was given a routine
ultimatum this semester when my new
roommate did not show up. I had to find
my own roommate, move out o f my room,
or pay for a single.
No problem there, but when I wrote
Mr. Rakowsky I received a rude phone
call from his secretary. With uncalled-for
hostility, she stated that Mr. Rakowsky
informed her “to deal with” me.
I was shocked that she was yelling at
me since I did nothing wrong and my
letter had been perfectly civil. Through
out the conversation she was impolite,
defensive and condescending. She com
plained that she did not have the time to
be thorough with her job and found my

question to be a nuisance.
I had simply stated that the list of
available rooms she had sent was out
dated and that I wanted a new one. But of
course this was too much of a hassle for
her. Yet when I said that I might consider
buying out my room, she had no problem
telling me where to send the check.
Since my stay in the dorms this year has
been, overall, less than satisfactory, I have
decided that my cinder-block/cell-like
room is no longer worth the Residence
Life contract and insolent management
at the Bohn Hall office.
I applaud students’ attempts tochange
the contract. Maybe Residence Life man
agement has been cranky because of the
recent contract-evaluation and the bad
press. But then again, maybe they have
always been that way.
Justine Mack, Illustration major

Columnist scarcely
blinks at bulldog’s bark
I would like to respond to Joseph
Paternoster’s accusation that I was mis
taken by saying that there are 31,000
illegal Italian immigrants in N ew York.
My information was derived from an Im
migration and Naturalization Service
(INS) report printed by The New York
limes on January 3rd of this year in an
article entitled “Greeted at Nation’s Front

Door, Many Visitors Stay On Illegally”.
Mr. Paternoster mightconsider review
ing his own source. It’s possible of course
that one of the newspapers printed the
wrong information. In that case, if the
true figures really interest Mr. Paternos
ter, he might consider calling the INS.
Eridania Perez-Jaquez, Montclarion
Columnist

arguments fed to him by Rush Limbaugh
though the tube of a television set.
What does Rubino mean by an of
fense to this exemplary citizen’s “cul
ture”? Does that “culture” not include
the same tradition of artistic diversity and
free thinking that is the intellectual foun
dation of this country?
Maybe every artist who isn’t a White
Christian American like himself is a threat
to our nation.
It is funny how Mr. Rubino does not
draw any distinction between the fact
that three out o f seven of the artists and
works of art Rubino provides as examples
are European. O f the five American ex
amples, two belong to the realm of
children’s television. The only example
other than PBS that Rubinocan conjure is
Andres Serrano.
One contemporary artist out o f eight
examples, and a controversial one. What
of all of the other artists whoare funded by
the NEA? T h e hundreds of museums,
theaters, and various cultural institutions
who receive endowments? Maybe they
can try and borrow some from the resur
rected Star Wars program.
I would suggest that Rubino dedicate
his future columns to how these corpora
tions (most of which already donate large
sums of money to the arts, a fact that an
even closer reading of that Carnegie Hall
program would have revealed) can begin
financing the exhibition of all the works of
art they are going to buy. Or, if they follow
Mr. Rubino’s logic one step further, they
don’t have to display them at all.
1Icnrv Veggian, graduate student

W HO ARE YOU?
We’re always happy to receive your let
ter but we can’t print un-attributed ma
terial. Names may be withheld under
certain circumstances but we still need
to know who you are, so...

Don’t forget to include your
name, social security
number, major, and tele
phone number so we can
________reach you.________
M O N IC IA R IO N
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Higher standards asked Positive
for subsidized students Controversy
This week I will resume the discussion with a review
o f problems with student grants. I will first explain
eligibility and application procedure for TAG and Pell
grants, Perkins loans and work-study programs. My
suggestions will follow.
Eligibility for the Federal Pell grant is based on
students’ needs, family income, assets, and the size of
the household.
T h e state TAG grant is only available for nine semes
ters and requires that the student be enrolled full time.
Perkins loans are available for students with “excep
tional financial need” or “students with lowest Ex
pected Family Contributions (EFCs).” However, the
availability of Perkins loans are limited since the school
only allots a limited amount of funds for these loans.
Work-study is a program which allows students who
need financial aid to work on campus and earn money for
educational expenses. Ultimately, a student’s grant
award will rely upon the number of credits for which the
student is registered in a semester. In order for a student
to continue to receive financial aid he or she must
maintain a satisfactory level of academic performance as
set by Montclair. I contend that the requirement should

be modified to hold students to a higher standard.
I am an adamant advocate for students’ grants. How
ever, I cannot tolerate some students’ unethical abuse of
these grants. The first thing which I suggest to prevent
such abuse is a limitation of the availability of the Pell
grant to only nine semesters for full time students. For
students who have a double major, grants should be
restricted to eleven semesters. Part-time students should
also be subject to a limit. The aim of such a limitation is
to deter grant recipients from constantly changing ma
jors, spending too many years in college, and taking small
course loads, which abuses the grants which are funded
by taxpayers. Students ought to have the opportunity to
appeal this rule if they need more time to complete
certain classes, but only if they can justify their request.
Students who receive grants and live near the college
and have access to cars should be prevented from receiv
ing on-campus housing. If a student receives financial
aid and is registered as having a car and living within
forty-five minutes from the campus, he/she should not
qualify for housing paid by grants. T h e student may not
even incur gas expenses since the majority of financial
aid recipients receive a refund check which is based on

an estimated cost of transportation and miscellaneous
expenses. T o make this modification, refund checks
should be distributed by the Student Accounts Office at
the beginning of each semester rather than at the end
when students are already in debt.
Furthermore, refund checks awarded to financial aid
students who continue to reside in the school dormito
ries should be calculated to cover only miscellaneous
expenses, not transportation. Finally, refund checks
should be reduced if a student has a private or workstudy job since the student’s earnings from these jobs
cover many of his or her miscellaneous needs.
My suggested regulations will not burden students or
force them out o f school as a result of grants cuts.
Students will simply have to adhere to more stringent
regulations for their grants. Any money that can be saved
from these cuts should be allocated into certain depart
ments which lack a sufficient number of professors so
students will not have to have to compromise their
schedules due to staff shortages.
Next week, I will focus on problems in the criteria
which Montclair uses to determine standards of accept
able academic performance.

Success is the best revenge Roar from
against moronic mutterings 1*1^0
T h e politically correct storm troopers have once again
shown us their high regard for the First Amendment by
demandingthe resignation of Rutgers President Francis
Lawrence. While focusing on a serious problem, he
regrettably referred to black students’ low SAT scores as
a result of their “genetic hereditary background.” This
comment was hurtful and I also believe it to be un
equivocally incorrect. But the liberal mindset which
prevails is as wrong as Lawrence’s comment: if we do not
agree, you cannot say it.
A thoughtful and credible inquiry o f problem-solving
should not include a limitation on ideas. In the case of
the SAT test, one can analyze years o f tests results,
present a problem or discrepancy, and then search for a
solution. From the actions of the protesters, Lawrence
made the mistake o f daring to speak about a subject
which is absolutely forbidden. He momentarily forgot to
put on his politically correct eyeshields, and now he has
been vilified.
This story has a delicious irony. Lawrence has spent
his career in education, overseeing initiatives to increase
opportunities to minorities. He has pandered to liberal

factions and has been obsessed with filling quotas. He
even openly promotes affirmative action. Despite his
record, he has since become a target o f the same group
that he has stuck his pathetic neck out to support. After
all, he has only apologized a megazillion times.
Last week The Record ran a picture of RU protesters
destroying a copy o f the controversial book, The Bell
Curve. I have not been convinced by its simple-minded
thesis, but I respect the need for debate. This picture
helps serve the mentality that believes, “If you don’t like
it, destroy it.”
Whether or not Lawrence resigns, the post he now
occupies will continue to be scrutinized. As it is now, the
protests and demonstrations will continue, causing fric
tion and disruption. If he does resign, who would be an
acceptable replacement? Another white president, who
will be criticized if he or she is not sure to prioritize
minority preferences? A black president, who will have
to prove his or her priorities are in supporting the minor
ity, while simultaneously not neglecting the rest of the
student body? Maybe there would be anotherethnicity,
belonging to neither extrem e, one who could be viewed

tubino

by the angry protesters as the “happy medium?”
These protesters have even released a list of d e
mands. Besides the immediate resignation of Lawrence,
it also includes: restructuring the school’s board of gov
ernors; an immediate rollback in tuition; increased fund
ing for recruitment and retention programs for minority
students; requirement of minority and women’s studies
programs as part of the core curriculum; elimination of
SA T scores as admission requirements, to name but a
few. Rather than working on their careers or discussing
how to increase SAT scores, they have chosen acrimoni
ous quarreling about supposed external causes of failure.
If the university placates the many demands, then the
panderers who supplicate the demands will earn little
respect, if any at all.
One of the militant protesters has said, “We’re going
to do anything that we feel is necessary, by any means
necessary, to get our point across.” Unfortunately, they
have already made their point; instead of hitting the
books and continuingtheireducation, they would rather
spend all of their time engaging in protest and boycotts
because of one man’s moronic statement.

DEADLINES, DEADLINES, DEADLINES!
The official deadline for letter submissions to the opinion
section is on Tuesdays at 3:30 p.m. Drop us a line.
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Dave’s world

From the Left

by Drive Richards

by Frank Fleischman III

Come here often?

Re-direct anger to tuition hikes
I watched the news footage of the Rutgers students
marching and disrupting a basketball game in protest of
the Rutgers president Francis Lawrence. 1 have to say
that I was impressed by the sheer power of the student’s
anger over Lawrence’s “genetic inferiority” comment. I
was, however, also annoyed that the controversy contin
ued after the issue became moot.
This is not to say that I agree with Lawrence’s
remarks. However, Lawrence is not the first person to
make a racist statement, and he won’t be the last. I was
disappointed that such raw power of anger and indigna
tion isn’t utilized when it could really make a difference.
I speak here of yearly tuition increases. Where are
these same students who demonstrated, called for
Lawrence’s resignation, and who plan to stage a student
strike, when they hear news breaks of tuition increases.
Why aren’t these people calling for Governor Whitman’s
resignation?
In 1981, Montclair State University students staged a
studentstrike, called by the SGA, in protest of a bill in the
state legislature to cut TAG funding and increase tu
ition. The strike was eighty-five percent effective.
Students skipped classes, and went out into the streets,
blocking traffic from entering the college.
Soon after, several other state colleges staged similar
strikes, and students exerted enough pressure that the
bill was amended. TAG funding was restored, and the
increase was cut down, although not eliminated.
This is not to say that a strike should be planned
immediately. Butwe as students can, and should, take

the initiative instead of always reacting. I wonder if the
SGA wou Id have the courage to lead and take bold steps
to address this issue.
Why is it that students only react after tuition in
creases begin? These increases occur every year. Why
wait? Why doesn’t the SGA say, “Not this year,
Christie!” and back up the words with action?
Going toTrenton and talkingtoanassemblyperson isall
well and good. However, it does not mean that the
assemblyperson will listen. Why? Too many college
students and young people don’t vote, and they don’t take
the initiative.
I am sure that our SGA representatives could m eet
with student government officers from other colleges
and universities in our state to plan a state-wide action.
The focus would have to be on how to capture the
attention o f the governor and the state legislature. I can
think of no better way to do that than having state-wide
demonstrations at all state colleges and universities.
Our problem is one of apathy. Students don’t seem
very politically aware these days. Some blame the
“Generation X” stereotype mentality. Maybe there is
some truth to this. Students seem detached from the
historical context in which they find themselves.
I believe that we as students can make people take
notice o f us. We need to learn to act unilaterally, to
dictate som e terms of our own, and gain influence over
the agenda. We need solid, inspiration, leadership and
serious individual initiative if we expect to achieve
these goals.

Perennial prejudice behind
Lawrence’s statement
Long before The Bell Curve came along, groups had
been drawing lines between “Us, the real People” and
the somehow less-than-human outsiders. It is, sadly, one
of the perennial activities of humankind. It has a long
history in this country', beginning with the matter-of-fact
displacement of the local people by European colonists.
I suspect that a similar line o f exclusion was being
drawn in the now notorious statement by Francis
Lawrence of Rutgers, though in a very subtle way.
Lawrence’s answer to the minority students angrily
denouncing him was to plead that somehow he said
something contrary to all he believes. His supporters
argue the plausibility of his defense - and the irony of the
attacks against him - by citing a record of action suppos
edly favorable to minorities. Few have questioned the
possibility that his remarks might actually be consistent
with his record.
T he classical mode of dehumanizing was a matter of
looking at the other tribe with fear and contempt. This
has a counterpart, as psychology has taught us, in the way
we despise in others some part of ourselves which we
can’t bear to face. T hus our scapegoats are the whippingboys for our own shame, and our discomfort in the

In an effort to match the spirit of the students at
Rutgers University, several students took it upon them 
selves to stage a “sit-in” at College Hall. This was not at
Montclair State, but at every college in America. Here is
an interview that took place at that protest.
“What are you doing?”
“Sitting here.”
“Why?”
“I don’t know.”
“Why are all o f these people sitting here?”
“I don’t know, ask her.”
“Because my friend asked m e if I wanted to go to the
sit-in.”
“What are you sitting-in for?”
“I don’t know. Ask her.”
“Where is she?”
“Oh, she w ent to class. She had to, they take atten
dance there.”
“How long are “sitting-in” for?
“I don’t know, probably until w e get what we want.”
“And that is...”
“Nobody told me yet...hey isn’t that the news com ing
in? Excuse m e I have to fix my hair, just in case I get on
the news! H ey Barb! The news is here. Let’s go to the
bathroom and fix our hair.”
“Excuse m e Barb, do you know why you’re sitting
here?”
“Urn, I think its something about how the students are
getting screwed by the administration, or something like
that.”_____________________________________________

continued on p. 23___________________

Bystander
by Anthony O'Donnell

presence o f the disabled or disfigured is the projected
intolerance o f what we feel as our own ugliness and
deformity.
But there is another way o f appropriating others for
our own purposes: just as we project our demons, so also
we project our better angels, or at least our fantasies
thereof.
Since the time of Rousseau this has been a favorite
pastime o f social and political thinkers, especially those
- like our own I liberals - of a predominantly determinist
stripe. T o make up for the shame of our own supposed
decadence, such thinkers populated the world with
“noble savages,” embodying their fantasy of the inno
cent childhood of humanity. What they failed to see was
that there was in this model more of their own fantasies
about childhood than any general truth about their
charming “savages.”
The ghost of Rousseau still lives among us in the
imagination of those partisans who fantasize about the
innocence o f indigenous peoples and any other groups
perceived to be threatened by the advance of industrial
culture. Minority groups in America are often subject to
this same patronizing fantasy. “We are responsible,”

says the Liberal determinist, “for the fate of these poor,
weak people. For they cannot help themselves and are
as incapable o f virtue as they are o f sin.” Affluent, highlyschooled people are somehow able to use their will to do
right or wrong in social matters. But the poorfolk lack the
power of self-determination. T h e y are merely the vic
tims or beneficiaries of their environment.
By this rationale some of us are separated from the
others and given the character ofchildren ill-equipped to
weather the challenges of life and conscience. T h e
standards o f performance are just too high for some of us,
so in kindness, like the indulgent kindness granted to a
backward child, we must lower expectations. T h e
playing field must be tilted in favor of those pitiable
creatures who just cannot com pete on the flat.
It is my feeling that the record o f Lawrence reflects
just such a kindly prejudice; that it embodies a kind o f
benign racism entirely consistent with the genetic deter
minism of The Bel! Curve. The irony o f the case, then, is
not that som e minority students are denouncing a long
time ally, but that they may be unwittingly confronting,
behind the semblance of an ally, the real insult to their
dignity inherent in that man’s ideology.

M O X T C IA R IO X
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A funny thing happened on the way to th e Agora
by Nelson Alonso
The scene: Yale University, March 1994:
Clinton: Socrates, what are you doing at
Yale? Aren’t you a bit too old even for graduate
school? (Socrates would be 2,459 years old.)
Socrates: N ot at all. Nobody is too old to
learn.
C: I agree.
S: In that case, you may be able to teach me
about som ething of which you obviously have
great wisdom: abortion and the sanctity of pre
natal life.
C: I am flattered, Socrates, but please ex
plain.
S: You have expressed on numerous occa
sions that you are in favor of a wom an’s right to
an abortion for any reason the woman deems fit.
Yet recently you unveiled your $100 million-ayear federally funded prenatal program.
Now my question is this, if abortion is not the
taking o f prenatal human life, and given the fact
that persons are of greater value than nonper
sons, then the moral worth o f your proposed
program is undermined because you are in fact
asking real persons (taxpayers) to sacrifice a
portion of their income for the care of nonper
sons, who in another context (abortion) possess
no inherent sanctity: that is, bodies serve as a
temporary environment for them. On the other
hand, if abortion is the taking of prenatal human
life, then your proposal seem s to imply that the
unborn do posses inherent sanctity, and therefore, a
woman’s choice to have an abortion is murder. How do
you reconcile this apparent contradiction?
C: An excellent question, but somewhat misguided.
My position has always been that if a woman truly wants
a child the government should provide her with the
financial means by which to exercise her reproductive
rights. H ence, Socrates, my position is perfectly consis
tent.
S: So the only difference betw een the wanted and the
not wanted is that the one is wanted and the other is not.
And this obviously determines the superior worth o f the
former?
C: Yes.
S: So if a white racist, such as Archie Bunker, does not
want a black family, such as the Jeffersons, to move in his
neighborhood, then the black family has less worth than
the white family that Archie would prefer to move in.
C: T h at’s ridiculous! A person’s worth is independent
of what you or I think.
S: H ence, your response to my initial question on
abortion must be inadequate because, like Archie, you
thought that “wantedness” determines worth.
C: T o a certain extent, except in the case of Archie’s
racism, you are talking about treating real persons badly.
A fetus may be genetically a human being, but it is
certainly not a person.
C: A person is a self-conscious reflective individual
who communicates socially with other persons by using
language. A fetus does not possess these characteristics.
S: N either do you when you are asleep or uncon
scious. W hen you are asleep or unconscious you are
neither reflectively self-conscious nor do you communi
cate socially with other persons. Hence, there must be
something wrong with your definition of personhood.
C: Could you elaborate?
S: Are you a lawyer?
C: My w ife is.
S: She is not now functioning as a lawyer although she
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is a lawyer. She is neither in court, seeing a client, nor
writing a brief. Yet she is still a lawyer.
C: Yes.
S: Do you see my point? Just as your functioning or not
functioning as a lawyer is irrelevant to the fact of whether
you are a lawyer, a person is a person regardless of
whether he is functioning in that capacity although he
possesses the potential to do so-and unborn humans
obviously possess this potential.
C: That is all very thought-provoking, but, Socrates,

DAVE from p. 21___________________
“How are you getting screwed?”
“Urn, I forget, really, ask that guy over there. His
name is Anthony. He’s been here longer than m e.”
“Hi Anthony, could you answer a few questions for
me?”
“Sure, what’s up?”
“Do you know why you’re sitting in today?”
“Yeah, because Allen and Mike asked m e.”
“And they said the “sit-in” is for...”
“How this bull**** administration had been jerking
us around to long. I’m not sure what the definite issues
are, but they’re pretty bad.”
“How do you feel about this?”
“My butt’s sore.”
“No, I mean how do you feel about the sit in?”
“Hey, it beats class right? And besides I have to go to
the financial aid office today anyway.”
“OK, thanks for your help. Where can I find...”
“Mike and Allen? Oh, Mike went to get something to
eat and Allen had to go to class because...”
“T hey take attendance?”
“Yeah, how did you know?”
“Lucky guess. Thanks again. Excuse me sir, may I
ask you a few questions?”
“Certainly son. What can I do for you.”
“Well, do you know why all of these students are

the fact that we disagree means that nobody
knows what a person really is. Therefore,
abortion is justified.
S: So if someone enters your house at
night, and you are not sure whether it’s a
prowler or your teenage daughter arriving
from a late party, you are justified in shooting
whoever it is on the assumption that it may
be a prowler?
C: No, of course not.
S: Why not?
C: I could be wrong. It may not be a
prowler.
S: Applying this to abortion, can’t we say
the the fact that we are not sure whether a
fetus is a person is not a good reason to justify
an abortion?
C: You cannot impose your morality and
personal beliefs on others.
S: Are you not the one who wants to take
$100 million from people yearly to fund
abortions? Is that not imposingyour personal
beliefs and morality?
C: Socrates, I have to run. I have a speech
to give today. You have been great practice
for my 1996 debates.
S: Practice? I thought we were trying to
find the truth?
C: Truth is just an ideology.
S: Do you think that is true?
C: Uh...I have to go.
S: Maybe we can go see some Celtics games together
sometime in the future.
C: Sure, Socrates.
Thepreceding was a dialogue, summarizing and distilling
many o f the arguments fo r the pro-life position in the area of
abortion. It was an imaginary dialogue between President
Clinton and Socrates. Socrates is only symbolic o f a philosopher
using the Socratic Method. It is debatable whether Socrates
would be pro-life.
sitting in your hallway?”
“Urn, I’m not sure. Is today the last day to drop a class
or change your schedule or something?”
“No, I believe they’re staging a “sit-in.”
“Oh really? Wow, I haven’t seen one tho them since
I was in school? I never knew what they were for, it was
usually something about the war in Vietnam. I usually
went to m eet girls. In fact I met my wife there!”
“T hat’s great sir. But you are not aware of the reasons
for this protest?”
“Nope. If I was to guess I would say it was something
over tuition or the dining service since that’s what’s
always on these kids minds. Money and food.”
“OK, thank you sir for your time.”
“You’re welcome son. It looks like the news is here!
I better duck into the bathroom and fix my tie. Excuse
me.”
“Certainly.”
“Excuse me kid...”
“Yes, can I help you?”
“Yeah, are you a reporter for the paper?”
“Yes I am. What’s up?”
“Do you have any idea how long this sitting thing is
going to happen? Because today is the day I have to clean
and wax this floor.”
“I wouldn’t worry about it. This won’t last very long.
Dave Richards
February 13,1995
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A T T E N T IO N
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP
meetings will be held every

WEDNESDAY AT 4 PM
in fhë M J N ÏUÀWDR'olïüë,' rm"'i 13 Studentüêfiiër'

r l x x T iH tï^ r ç
/A i l1 1l lt nl lfL^ Cr pr Qw f Lp v^ Q
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ion assistants, cartoonists,
typesetters, CW S workers and members of
rUp
Arl^/prt-kma
arp strongly
«trnncylv urged
uraprl
me /\avem
sing rVnQrfmpnf
uepartment are
to attend so all ideas can be considered
by the entire staff.

ANY QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL 655-5169
M O N TCIARIO N
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1 OICNT DO IT.' I NEVER
THREW THAT
SOD C A N t
PROSE l THREW IT.'

THE DETENDANT PETITIONS
TH E COURT DoR A HEW TRIAL.
O N THE GRoJNOS THAT HIS
L AVIVER IS, INCOMPETENT

1

“

< >..
vt'A-

Calvin

and

H um or.
T H E F A R S ID E

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Rift'S CALLING
IS THIS ABOJT
A t rV CAUSE IT IT IS. 1 DIDNT
DO IT.' YOU G O T HOTVM t OH
ME. UNDERSTAND?/ VOU CANT
PROVE AfrtTHING/ l TELL YOU
I'M INNOCENT ' JUST GIVE UP.’
VCWLL NEVER GET ME.'

By G A R Y LAR SO N

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

‘.SNT IT STRANGE 'HON
SMELLS ARE 30 EVOCATIVE,

BUI Vit CkUT DtSC.fc'BE
TWtM ?

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

"Well, we could go back to my place, but you
have to understand — I’m s e r i o u s when I say
it's just a hole in the wall."

T H E F A R S ID E

By G A R Y LARSON

DOES IT GLAM ORIZE
? s u r e Do e s i t
DESENSITIZE US TCl VIOLENCE?
OF COURSE DOES ll HELD
t o l e r a t e v io l e n c e ?
You BET. DOES IT STUNT
OUR EMPATHV FOR OUR
f tu c w Be i n g s ? h e c ic Ve s
v io l e n c e

us

/

Calvin

and

Hobbes

Mo s t people dont enow w h at it s
LUCE TO b e a CHILD PRo OIGV 90
THATS WHY m WRITING
MV AUTOBIOGRAPHV.

>

"You need to see medicine man —
me just handyman."
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by Bill Watterson
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Vour/sAiv//Horoscope
b y Ruby W y n e r-lo
A .A .B. P-certified Astrologer

A t K OSS
1. C o lo r
4 . N o b le m a n
9 . D isallow
12. t v it ( p o e t ic )
13. P o siliv c l> c h a r g e d e le c tr o d e
14. F m p lo y
15. H a y in g
17. t e m p e r a t u r e m c a t u r c m e i l l
19. B elow
2 1 . 2 n d s m a l le s t s t a t e ( a b b r .)
22. P a rt o f b o o k
24. L q u ip
2 6 . F in a l
2 9 . W a tc h f u l
31. B eaver c o n s tr u c tio n
33. ta c h
3 4 . S o d iu m s y m b o l
35. S esam e p la n t
3 7 . N ig h t m a m m a l
3V. P r o s e c u t o r ( a b b r . )
4 0 . A tte m p t
42. N one
4 4 . 1 liis d a y
4 b . C a lif, f o g
4M. T i c -------T o e
SO C a n s
5 1 . [.a ir
5 3 . R in g - s h a p e d r o ll
5 5 . V in e g a r

62
64.
65.
66.
(i7 .

2 ,0 0 0 lb s.
H ig h ro c k y p o in t
I .d it o m ( a b b r .)
M u k e happy
T h e n ig h t b e fo re

DOW N
1. K e h e l ts la n g )
2 . A ge
3 . C om e dow n upon
4 . M u s ic a l g ro u p
5 . Ire
6 R o o d ( a b b r .)
7 S tr a n g e
8. W ant
9 . C o u r s e c lo th
ID . C h e m is lry s u ffix
11. B o r n
16. C li a b le to m o v e
1 8 . M o ld
2 0 . B a n is h
2 2 . S la c k s
2 3 . W a r n in g
2 5 . T alk endlessly
2 7 . A u to m o b i le
28. S erv ers
3 0 . < un
3 2 M o o r c o v e rin g
3 6 . T u r n e d o n la m p
3 8 . I n iliu n p o le
4 1 . F lu c t u a ti n g s i n g i n g

v o ic e

tpl.>

A n s w e r s ...
Pa g e
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O ff th e m a r k

43.
45.
47.
49.
52.
54.
55.
56.
57.
59.
6U .
63.

A ries: (M ar. 21-Apr. 19) You must
pull y ourself up by th e b o o t
straps. If you are n o t w earing
boors, th e n just yank o n your
g e n ita lia .
T a u ru s: (Apr. 20-M ay 20) Your
rela tio n sh ip will be stre n g th e n e d
w h e n you apply the “q u a d ra tic
e q u a tio n ."
G em in i: (M ay21-June 21) A re
lax in g ru n will be m arred by an
a tta c k o f epilepsy, at w h ic h passershy w ill cackle gleefully.
C a n c e r: (June 22-July 22) T h e
po p e w rites you a lette r o f praise,
b u t i t s n o t in English. It's in
som e so rt o f foreign m o o n -m a n
hieroglyphics.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) A local
grocer will be Starsky to your
H u tc h .
Virgo: (A ug. 23-Sept. 22) You’ll
be h o rrifie d when you th in k
y o u ’ve accidently k ille d your
in fa n t son, but it’s ac tu a lly only
a p o t roast.
Libra: (S ept. 23-O ct. 23) Y ou’ll go
to a 70's party, bur be e m b a r
rassed w h e n you com e a n d they

are a c tu a lly celeb ratin g th e 70
p eo p le w h o killed th em se lv e s in
a S w iss cult.
S corpio: (O ct. 24-N ov. 21) You’ll
sam ple a new flavor o f ice cream ,
an d lik e it a lot. N o, it w o n 't be
b lood o r poop flavored, it will
jusr h e regular ice cream .
S agittarius: (Nov. 22-D ec, 2 1) You
k n o w th a t sticky-tack stu ff th a t
you use to put up p o sters? It’s
in e x p e n siv e and m ore c o n v e 
n ie n t th a n tape (T h is fo rtu n e
sp o n so red by the S tic-T ac C o .)
C a p ric o rn : (Dec. 22—Jan. 19) As a
C a p ric o rn , youhave a n im m ense
d riv e t o succeed, or a t least an
im m e n se drive to d o w n to w n
B o sto n , w here you w ill be in
d ic te d .
A q u a riu s: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) T h e
p o s itio n o f S atu rn ’s m o o n s m ake
it h a rd to see S aturn rig h t now..
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) T h e stars
urge you n o t to give up th e funk.

Ruby Wyner-In is on the prowl for
young studs who can satisfy her in
human carnal passions.
© 1994 by O nion Features Syndicate

S c ie n tis t's ro o m
I- x p a m l
P u rch a* c
M ilita r y s tu d e n t
N um ber
H ig h w in d
l\o n
t/n f n c m ll) p e rso n
W e s te r n M ate i a b b r . I
G o v e rn m e n t ( a b b r .)
D ir e c tio n < a h b r.)
S o u th e r n s ta le ( a b b r . )

by Mark Parisi

Postcards F rom the L edge
by

K

urt

R

ic h a r d s o n
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T heatre of the Absurd!

T h e B est T hings t o
do on

Sa in t

by J o h n J .

V alentine 's D ay!
by

C

a n d ic e

M

eyer

1. Send an ex. dead roses.
2. Break up with someone who cares.
3. Replicate through binary fission and
really scare an ex.
4. Save the largest box of chocolate for
yourself.
5. Stand up your date.
6. Flirt with everyone but your date when
they take you out and spend all of their
money.
7. Recycle a gift from an ex. to someone
new.
8. Send sympathy cards to your single
friends.
9. Become a born-again virgin.
10. Make plans with more than one person
and let them meet.
11. Call your date by the wrong name
during that most intimate moment.
12. Put together a hideous blind date for
two people you pretend to care about, and
bring a camera.

W rite fo r t h e H u m o r
Sectio n . M

akepeopie

LAUGH, OR MAKE PEOPIE
w onderw ha Y sw rong

WITHYOU. DorrTODAY!
p
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Last night, I decided that it would
be a really great idea to go to bed around
1 a.m. last night, in a vain attempt to get
enough sleep for my early morning class
today. I put on my official John J.
O ’Sullivan™ Jammies, brushed my teeth
with Aim™, the offical toothpaste of
John J. O ’Sullivan, and applied RetinA™ , the offical skin treatment of John J.
O’Sullivan in anticipation of my even
tual trip tola la land. I turned off the lights
and crawled in between the sheets. It
took some time for me to get comfy, since
my feet kept popping out of the covers.
But after a few quick tucks o f the sheets.
I was on my way to deep, deep sleep.
And then it happened.
The frightening alarm and the
“Annoying Mystery Alarm Woman From
Hell” came on and my hopes of getting
continuous sleep were ruined. I threw on
some clothes, walked down the crowded
stairwell, and exited out of the towering
inferno itself...if you could call it an in
ferno; there was certainly no fire that
could be seen. And just to make the fire
alarm more fun and exciting, Residence
Life checked every room to see if anyone
was skipping out on this goofy and stupid
exercise. (Gee, I wonder why someone
wouldn ’t want to go outside half naked in
the cold...)
An hour or so later, they eventu
ally let us back in. 1got back to my room,
stripped off the thrown on clothes, and
tried to go to sleep. Again. Eventually I
went into an incredibly deep sleep. In
fact, it was so deep that no alarm could
possibly wake me up, and I woke up half
way into my “Irish Renaissance Lit.”
class. (Sorry Dr. Bronson)
Now, I have a question...WHY

O 'S ullivan

THE HELL DO THIS??? I would love to
know what goes through some idiot’s mind
when he or she decides to pull a fire alarm!
Do you have to be morose? Do you have
to have all of your brain cells burnt out o f
your thick skull from sniffing those fruity
markers from your childhood days? The
one thing I do know is that such a crime
against humanity deserves...A PUNISH
MENT!!! Here’s a few appropriate mea
sures I think should be taken, if this person
is ever caught:
1. Force his eyes open real honor-show,
like in Clockwork Orange, and force him
to watch gavel to gavel coverage o f the
O.J. Simpson Case.
2. Make him eat Blanton Hall pudding
until his skin turns into tapioca.
3. Two words: Napalm coffee.
4. Make him type in the personals.
5. Hang him by his hair off of Bohn Hall,
and scream "THERE HAS BEEN A FIRE
ALARM REPORTED IN THIS BUILD
ING”.
6. Put stemo in all o f his pairs of under
wear, and carelessly throw matches at his
crotch.
7. Make him sing along with the top
5,646,752,346,234 charted CD: “Ernest
Borgnine’s Greatest Hits”.
8. Convince him that sledding down the
Student parking lot access ramp is a really
good idea, and then get a Mack™ Truck to
go up while he goes down.
9. Make him drink 234236347 cans o f All
Sport™ sports drink, and deny him use o f
a bathroom.
10. Make him date the “Annoying M ys
tery Alarm Woman From Hell”.

John J. O'Sullivan's motto:
CALGON, TAKE ME AWA Y!!!!!!!!
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NO CO V ER

D o Y ou Live in B la n to n ,
B o h n , W ebster, S to n e ,
F reem a n or C love R oad?

z

m
CD
O

I

gt
&

LOUIES

Then here's your chance to see
2

E

"

Miss Saigon "

3 LAD IES NIGHT WED&SUN I
$1.00 DRINKS A LL NIGHT

for only $15.00

THURS. $ 1 .0 0 D O M ESTIC TILL 11PM

on W ednesday M arch 8, 1995
8:00pm at the Broadway Theater

z DOORS OPEN AT 8:30PM >
m
O

Sponsored by the Residence Hall Association
Meet at the Blanton bus stop at 6:00pm
Limited quantities available, first come, first serve, one ticket
per resident student!

CD

o

v . a s i i ‘ ' I l l y , I I I U S I S IIO W V u llU I . I J .

337 KEARNY AVE. KEARNY,NJ

Come get your tickets NOW at the RHA office at these times:
Monday, February 20 1:00 - 2:00pm
Tuesday, February 21 10:00- 11:00am, 2:30 - 3:30pm

OPENING THIS FRI. FEB 17TH

11 A.M.-3 A.M
•GOOD FOOD+GOOD DRINKS +
GOOD MUSIC =

#1 PARTY HOT SPOT
W e lc o m e s M o n tc la ir S t a t e
U n iv e rs ity t o jo in us.

OUTRAGEOUS DRINK
SPECIALS NIGHTLY!

LAPACIFICA
A 3-part graphic novel starting in Novem ber.
W ritten by foet Rose ana Am os Poe. Featuring art by Tayya r O zkan.
Suggested for m ature readers.

PARADOXHViTERV

O O M IO B W O R T H O V I N O POM

UPaaRrara^fWPRwaaP—a«dia^Riaa.a»trimwiOAan IMRiaaePea—dlaal^w H l p e liw .r i Tw *w

THERE IS NO PUB LIKE IT!

TIME W ARP COM ICS AND GAM ES

3 9 4 L E X IN G T O N A V E .- C L IF T O N , NJ 2 0 1 -5 4 6 - 4 4 4 6

PHt 9 5 7 -9 7 9 9 HOURS M O N -H U 11-9 SA T-SU N 11-9

594 ROUTE 23 SOUTH CEDAR GROVE NJ 0 7 0 0 9
( N T K R T A I N

Y O U R

I M A G I N A T I O N *

M O N T C LA R IO N
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Marketing Association. Livin' large in '9 5 .
Prez

Rush Phi Sigm a Pi National Honors
Fraternity this Thursday student center rm.
417 at 8 pm. "A ll this & brains too."
To everyone who donated money
The Residence Life, Bohn H all S ta ff and
the Ladies of Theta Beta P si, sorority
would like to thank everyone who donated
money in honor of Omar Redding.
Thank you so much!
Princess
The 14th was nothing.
Ju st wait for tyhe 24th .
The Prince
AH 138
It's supposed to snow this weekend- are
you ready to walk to clove?
Stop saying that!
Sorry. I was not aware that it was bother
ing you so much.
Nomad
Make me shiver!
Guess who?
Psycho,
You kill my father. . . prepare to die.
Nomad
Hey brothers of A K P si
Love ya! -Kay
PH Sr.
You built that w all, the game is over.
Scully
I hope this project you're working on is
worth it, but remember to keep in contact
and I'll be behind you all the way, I know
it's d ifficu lt but I believe in you.
M ulder

Consuelo •
a.k .a. Margo
V ictorLet me know if you need any more quotes?
Carmen
Carlos (A K P si)
We haven't talked for a w hile! Damnit call
me and f ill me in on your life !!
Love, your little
Prin cess, princess, where art thou prin
c e s s ... on Valentines's Day.
The prince
G ina, Lisa , Jess & Kim (D -P h i-E )
When are we going to swoon again?
I love you guys!!
AH 140
Alpha Kappa Psi
S t ill C o -Ed . S till naked.
Jimmy

6o MSU Swimming! 6ood luck at M etsK
Gianna
Kerri M.
2 more weeks!!!
My dearest M ichelle
I'll bring the lasagna and wine, you ju st
bring yourself and a lovely evening!
6 .0 . Ill
Tara
Forget College H all- let's take over the
world! Lots of coffee and go-fers!
G .O . Ill

Hula G irl (Theta #101)
I'm gonna start charging you rent on my
word processor! J u s t kidding! I think we're
long overdue for a v isit to N JIT! "Oh what
a night!" But I'm not swallowing any
goldfish!
Joe-G
Schmookie
This has been 1 helluva week! Happy
Anniversary (2 / 8 ), Happy B-Day- Oh let
me rephrase th at. Happy 2 tst B-D ay, you
old man (2 /1 0 ), and lastly, Happy V alen 
tine's Day! I can’t w ait— Atlantic C ity ,
M iss Saigon, champagne & candles. . . it ’s
gonna be perfect! I love you honey!!
Pumpkin
You're lucky I turned that card o ve r!!!!!

AH 142 (D -P hi-E)
Can you please help me with my attachment
problem ? HSB went back into the ground!
AH 140
Carrie
Congrats on finally deciding a major. We
love you!
C + L
Russ
I'm proud of your accom plishm ents. Keep
up the great work, shipm ate. I love you.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Dawnie

A ll are welcome to rush Alpha Kappa Psi
today at 8 pm to 10 pm in the Student
Center rm. 417.

Brian Falzarano
Here's another personal for you. Have a
nice day.
The Montclarion Secretaries

Coming soon. . . .
"The other side of the W all"
Look for it.

Tom
I'll show you the Bronx.
Brian

KerriHAPPY 21st B IR T H D A Y !!!!!!!
Sorry we're going to miss it at Fatso's!
Promise we'll celebrate twice as hard the
next week! So save a spot on top of the bar
for us, and don't get too crazy up there.
Love, Patty & M ichele

What the hell does that m e a n ??????

M O N T C L A R IO N

M aria (4 Walls)
When are we going to hang out?
Kay

A A A 6 6 6 G G 6 H H H H H !!!!! 10 Freaking
Notecards fille d w ith Personals!!! Are you
kidding m e ?????

Kim , G ina, Rebecca (D -P h i-E )
I can't wait for the next snowstorm- I'll
share as long as I can go first!
Tracey

H EY YO U _ _ _ _ _ Monkey Boy!
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Margo1 heard that you had a hot date with
Miterrand last night, or was it that Arab
Su ltan ?
Love and k isse s, The Princess

Carmen & Margo
Notes weren't enough- now it's Personals
too!
6 .0 . I l l

Lena
Ju st so you can never say that you never
got a personal. You are the best roommate
ever.
Love ya, Chris

DUE TO STORE WIDE
RENOVATIONS
THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
WILL BEGIN RETURNING UNSOLD
TEXTBOOKS ON

FEBRUARY 20
PLEA SE PU R C H A SE ANY N EED ED T EX T S
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phones.

Mara (Sigma, not Theta!)
Thanks for all the m inty white chocolate
kisses (O O hl), they're the perfect PM S
remedy! So when is the first meeting of
the "I hate my Ex-boyfriend's new g irl
friend Jenny" clu b ?
Jodi
Noreen
Are you still alive ? I m iss you! Call me
and we'll do lunch! O r dinner at beautiful
Blanton! Call me, you silly little freak!
Doji
Rocky
I m iss you my F illip in o - loving pal!
W hatever happened to that double date
p lan ? We must talk!
Jodi
Manilow
Alm ost 2 weeks sin ce "The big talk" and
no fight! A record? I m iss our talks and
zany adventures. Crunchy pancakes,
M other's Day rose, M idori madness, New
Year's '93 and '9 5 , moving day, and a
b illio n others too numerous to mention! I

Part-time Telemarketing.
Perfect 9-1 or 4-8. Fun
way to earn $$$. Must have
good speaking voice. Aver
age $8 to $12 per hour.
Located in Fairfield.
227-8802.

love ya, basketball head!
W h i t e y (Lopsided Bob)
I am going blind from having to translate
these personals.
Libby
Chris just c a l l e d - there's a crusty brown
substance on his toothbrush. Any ideas? I
need a bag of ice! Wanna Chipwich? N u h uh!
Jodi
Sarah
Good luck with pledging! We'll go for a
diner run before you start- I want a
spankokopita! D o n ' t stress, I still love
you!
Jodi
Cheez-it
Last year seems a world away! Nev er forget
the Jay & J o e n igh ts , adventures at
Newark airport, David Copperfield and
Wrestlemania with Shawn (Wha' H ap pe n?)
Love, D o ji

Finally a resident of the 12th floor! I
guess we're going to have to change our
name the next time we do karaoke! Thanks
for driving my ass around all year and for
letting my boyfriend puke in your car! So
when are you gonna christen the 13th floor
lounge?
Jodi
NO M O R E PER SO N ALS ON N O T E C A R D S
P L E A S E ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Or at least no more
personals that take up 2 sides on notecards!
To Kate and Shoelace
Two old friends of mine from separate
worlds. It's about time! I love you guys!
Bria n Jude
Mindscape Film fest coming soon! Filmmak
ers call Cherie Bosco at 4 2 7 -5 2 6 1 for
details.

Sq uid
Do your Calculus or else.
Love, Jud e
Samantha ( D - P h i - E )
Thank you for always being here for me.
You are the best!
Love, your little
To the Xi class of D - P h i - E
Always remember that All is io n and I are
here for you. You guys are doing awesome.
Keep smiling!
Lisa
Victoria
Thank you so much for your effort in giving
me a personal. I'll give you another shot at
pu ttin g one in next week.
TT
D on e. Rejoice. Celebrate. Yell. Scream.
H o l l e r . J u m p . Yea. W h o o p -e e . Wow. Y i p p 
ee. W h o o p -d e - d a m - d o o o ! ! ! ! ! # @ $ ! * & $ H
TT

Join W M S C - W e still don't suck!
Vive la reine et la princesse.

KeriMackie

Attention M S U Stalkers. . . .
Stalker's Union meeting Thursdays at 4 :27
am by the Student Center Annex pay

Part time work: Need lov
ing and dependable child
care provider after school
from 3-7 pm for girls ages

8 and 11 and one large
friendly dog. Perfect for
Education Major. Safe driv
er a must. References re
quired. Call after 7pm:
746-7131.

I always get the last personal. Always. N o
exceptions Greg.

Call 6 5 5 -5 2 3 7 lo
place a classified
ad. $10 per week
for 2 5 to 30 words.

P/T Child care. 1 block
from college. 2 afternoons
per week. For 10, 8, and 3
yr. old. Needs to: drive,
cook lite dinner, be reli
able, happy! call 509-9578.
$8 per hour.
Child Care Wanted. Ener
getic, reliable person to
care for my 2 year old.
West Orange location. Must
have own transportation.
P/T or F/T. Experience
required. (2 0 1 ) 736-1549.
Renaissance Tutoring. Help
available in all subjects.
Call 744-5847 for more
information.
M< > \ I ( L A R K ) \
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NJAG beware: Red Hawks red hot
by Glenn Steinberg
Though the Red Hawks were able to
chalk up another victory Monday night,
they may have actually ended up losing.
In the m ake-up game against the
Ospreys of Richard Stockton (7-15, 2-14
NJAC), MSU (17-4, 14-2) won only by 12
points, 53-41, and also may have lost their
starting center for their next game.
According to head coach Gloria Brad
ley, it was not known if freshman sensa
tion Maggie M isiejuk would be able to
play in yesterday’s first place battle with
W illiam P aterson as a resu lt o f
reaggravating a chronic problem with her
ankle in the Red Hawks 10th consecutive
win this past M onday at Panzer Gym.
“Right now it ’s beyond a regular
sprain,” said Bradley. “Nothing can be
done for her right now besides therapy.”
She also added that whether M isiejuk
playsagainst William Paterson on W ednes
day will be based on the evaluation o f the
trainers near gam e time.
Misiejuk only played for 17 m inutes
against the Lady Ospreys before sprain
ing her ankle and being taken out o f the
game. She left with six points, six re
bounds and one blocked shot.
As for the rest o f the team, they did not
play like they have in the past. In previous
games, Bradley had considered them a
second-half team. However, M SU did
not come to play. At halftime the Lady
Red Hawks held a 41-20 advantage be
fore going stale in the second stanza.
In the second half the Red Hawks
were only able to score 12 points on 5-of31 shooting (16%) and was outscored by
Stockton 21-12.
“Had we not had a 21-point halftime
lead, we may not have won at all last
night,” said Bradley. “We did not m en
tally close the game out properly.”
Bradley also said that her team’s per
formance against the Lady Ospreys did
not worry her about the upcoming match
up against NJAC rival William Patterson
with whom M SU is tied for first with.
“Our players know the importance of
tomorrow’s (W ednesday’s) game,” said
Bradley. “If we lose, we can go from
number 1 to number 4 in the NJAC rank
ing.”
In other words, this is a “must win
situation in a narrow scheme of things,”
Bradley said. “It w on’t kill us if we lose, it
w'ill only kill the chance to be regular
season conference champions.”
She thinks the reason for the lapse in
play of her team against Stockton was
probably the lack o f mental preparation
and not the amount of games they were
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forced to play in such a short amount of
time with the make-up game they played
on Monday.
‘T h e y took themselves out of the
game,” said Bradley.
In fact, one of the only bright spots for
theRed Hawks against the Ospreys was
the play o f forward Tara Perez. Coming
off the bench, she scored a career-high 17
points off o f 7-of-12 shooting and also
pulled down five rebounds.
Perez also had an outstanding game
on Saturday against the Rowan Profs.
The sophomore scored 10 points and
added nine rebounds.
Also performing well in their 61-55
victory, which avenged a 74-70 loss to the
Profs in December, was guard Aidill
Borrero, who poured in 20 points and
seven rebounds while Misiejuk contrib
uted in nine points, 11 rebounds and
blocking an incredible nine shots.
Bradley was pleased with her team ’s
victory over Rowan, a feat that hasn’t
been accomplished since 1992. T hat is a
six-game span.
“It’s tough to lose to a school year after
year,” said Bradley. “It was a good victory
for us.”
Rowan was only one of two teams in
the NJAC that have beaten the Lady
Red Hawks this year. The other team
was Trenton St., whom MSU beat dur
ing the second meeting of these two
teams last month.
One of the things Bradley was most
pleased with was how her team would
counteract any runs that Rowan made
with runs o f their own.
“They (her players) were able to keep
their composure and ward off their (the
Profs’) comebacks,” said Bradley.
Some o f the key plays that helped the
Red Hawks to their victory were when
guard Lisa Villalta came off the bench
and hit a tie-breaking 3-point basket.
Forward Kim Kovar then blocked a key
shot and Borrero hit all six o f her freethrow attempts. As Bradley put it, “no
one choked.”
Now their attention must be put to
their final two games of the regular sea
son with the possibility of Misiejuk miss
ing the game against William Paterson.
“We’ll have to go with a smaller lineup
and use quickness instead o f strength
inside,” said Bradley of how her team,
who closes out their season at home
against Rutgers-Camden on Saturday,
will deal with it..
E D IT O R ’S NOTE: The results from
Wednesday’s game against William Pater
son were not available at press time.

Al Langer/Montclarii

Perez leads M SU to tenth straight win, 53-41, aver Stockton

Sophomore guard Tara Perez is another member of the M SU backcourt that has played
well. Her 17 points kept the Red Hawks in a first-place tie in the NJAC with William
Patersonafter a 53-41 win over Stockton at Panzer Gym on Monday night.

Women’s Basketball
OVERALL
Montclair St.
William Paterson
Rutgers-Camden
Rowan
Trenton St.
Rutgers-Newark
Kean
Jersey City St.
Ramapo
Richard Stockton

OVERALL
Rowan
Kean
Trenton St,
Jersey City St.
Montclair St.
Ramapo
Richard Stockton
William Paterson
Rutgers-Newark
Rutgers-Camden
N O TE: Rutgers-Camden was awarded a win over Rowan by the NJAC because
the Profs used an illegal player in their contest on Jan. 18.
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Jackson sparks struggling MSU, 78-68
S en io r fo r w a r d drops in a career-high 2 0 p o in ts; F o w ler adds 1 8
by Michael Cowen
And down the stretch they com e!When
you here that phrase, an image of horses
racing towards the finish line crosses your
mind. But when speaking of the NJAC
playoff race, the same is applicable.
M SU found itself in a must-win situa
tion on Monday night after dropping two
straight to conference rivals Jersey City
St. and Rowan last week. Senior forward
Chris Jackson came off the bench to score
20 points, while junior forward Greg
Fowler added 18 of his own to lead the
Red Hawks to a 78-68 victory over a
struggling Richard Stockton squad at
Panzer Gym.
“Chris and Greg played well,” said
MSU acting head coach Jose Rebimbas.
“T h ey were a huge part o f our win.”
T h e first half belonged to the Red
Hawks (13-8, 10-6 NJAC), who are tied
foreighth in the NCAA’s Atlantic Region
rankings with NJAC rival Trenton St., as
they went on a 24-6 run over an eightminute span. Thanks to that run, MSU
led 39-27 at halftime. It shot a remarkable
75 percent, while Stockton (13-9, 8-8)
shot a mere 30 percent (8-for-26).
In the second half, the Red Hawks
continued to add to their lead. They in
creased their lead to 18 late in the game
before the Ospreys exploded. Guard Carl
Cochran, who led his team with 20 points,

Seniorforward Chris Jackson, who has been coming offthe bench, led the Red Hawks past
Richard Stockton, 78-68, on Monday to keep them in the thick of the NJAC playoff race.
sparked a 15-3 run with two 3-pointers to
pull Richard Stockton within 66-60 with
1:49 left in the game.
However, MSU was able to ice the
game down the stretch by hitting its free
throws. Senior guard Dean Spinogatti,
who has been coming off the bench of
late, hitting six free throws.
“Dean played well coming off the
bench, his free throws were big,” said
Rebimbas. “In all, I’d say this was a total

team effort, all 11 guys contributed to this
win.”
This win was necessary after MSU
became the latest victim of Rowan
College’s 17-game winningstreak, fallling
by a 68-54 margin on Saturday at Panzer
Gym.
T he Red Hawks have been unsuc
cessful against the Profs (21-1, 13-2), not
able to earn a win against the NJAC pow
erhouse since 1989. If you were counting,

that is 14 straight games.
“This team (Rowan) is talented at ev
ery position,” said Rebimbas. “T h ey have
twocxccllent players in Terrence Stewart.,
who both had good perfromances against
us.”
Four of Rowan’s starters finished the
night in double figures, led by Stewart
and Grasty, who combined for 38 points.
MSU threatened to take the lead late
in the second half. With less than three
minutes to go, MSU pulled within three
points and it had possession. However,
Stewart and Grasty put an end to any
hopes that the Red Hawks had of an
upset. Grasty hit a jumper, followed by a
3-pointer by Stewart to increase the Prof
lead to eight.
“I was proud that our team fought hard
and almost won the game,” said Rebimbas.
Rowan was also able to use a decisive
edge in points from the free throw line.
T h e Profs were able to hit 19of their shots
from the charity stripe, while M SU hit
only three o f its attempts.
MSU freshman guard B.J. Reilly, a
candidate for NJAC Rookie of the Year,
played well in the losing effort. T he
Middlesex native was 5-of-9 from the
field with 12 points and four assists.
E D IT O R ’S NO TE: The results of
last night’s contest at William Paterson
were not available at press time.

Men’s Basketball Statistics
G P -G S
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A

B

■S
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2 1 -2 1

1 2 3 -2 6 7

46.1

150

7.1

49

I)

43

30 7

14.6

T ravis P e ttifo r d

2 1 -3

6 6 -1 4 9

4 4 .3

92

4.4

15

10

27

200

9 .5

K v a n C a rlso n

1 8 -1 2

6 4 -1 2 7

5 0 .4

114

6.3

34

11

23

166

9 .2

D e a n S p in o g a tti

2 1 -1 6

5 0 -1 4 3

3 5 .0

62

3.0

84

2

27

155

7 .4

B .J. R e illy

2 1 -1 2

5 1 -1 1 2

4 5 .5

56

2.7

96

5

47

153

7 .3

C h r is S m ith

1 7 -9

3 0 -8 0

3 7 .5

28

1.6

50

2

20

100

5 .9

A d a m M is iejn k

1 3 -1 0

3 3 -7 3

4 5 .2

43

3.3

3

10

12

76

5 .8
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9
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1
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Women’s Basketball Statistics
G P -G S
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A
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A id ill B orrero
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3 6 .2
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50
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2 0 -1 9

9 9 -1 8 7
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11.6

46
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22
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T ara P erez

1 7 -9

5 3 -1 3 2

4 0 .2
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8

7
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3-5

3

9

62
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4.1
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1.4

2

14

66

3 .5
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8 -0

9 -3 4

2 6 .5
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36

10
14

4 .5

2

0

12

la u r e o W oods

1 0 -0

4 -1 5

2 6 .7

24

2 .4

2

1

0 .9

Y v o n n e W a tso n

1 0 -0

1 -1 4

7.1

11

1.1

1
1

22
9

0

1

2

0 .2

39.1

12 3
1069

5 0 .9

347

209

330

T eam

2 1 -2 1

5 3 3 -1 3 6 2

1432

N O T E ; S ta tistic s d o n o t in c lu d e la st n ig h t’s g a m e s a t W illiam P aterson .

2 .8

6 8 .2

One thing'sfo r sure, the MSU women's swim team had no reason to feel likefish out of water
at the Metropolitan Championships this weekend at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy in
Kings Point, NY .. Bridget Duffy set a school record in the 100 meter (1:04) backstrokefo r
the women, whofinished third with 300.5points. The men will try their luck starting today.
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Hey you! Yeah you, the one who is reading this
section right now. Why don’t you try writing for sports.
Become a part of something great by joining our staff.
Many writing and consulting postitions are available.
But we do not have room for people that want to cover
the Knicks or Rangers. This is not a professional
newspaper with a large budget and access to professional
sports.
But writing at this level could establish contacts and
get you started towards a potential career in journalism.If
interested, please contact Brian Falzarano at 655-5241 or
come down to Student Center Room 113 today.

STUDENT RATE

Featuring...

Sunspot
T A N N IN G

B

Riverside Plaza • #1 Pt. 23 South
Little Falls

• Extra W ide Beds
28 Lamp/32 Lamp
* Jetsun H igh Pressure F a c e
Tanning ”
* Excellent Bulb Maintenance
• Towels Provided
• Eye W ear / Make-up Removers
Provided
♦ Ultra C le a n
* Full Line O f Tanning Products

AIR CONDITIONED

Open Seven Days

30
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STAND UP TANNING
(Pressure Points No More!)

FOR

15.00

OR

I

Student I.D. required offer cannot be

p

compined unused visits expire 180 days

•;

fro m date of purchase.
N o C ou po n needed

3 *2,S*$0
**

POD

*

U n u sed visits Expire 10 Days From D ate O f
Purchase.WIth This Coupon.
( Offers Not To B e Com bined)
One Coupon Per Person.Offer Expires 3/31/95

UNLIMITED TANNING
1

I

$49. 00
$ 10.00off

256-5605

3

No Obligation
First Visit O nly

Always 72°

(Just South O f Willowbrook Mall,
Next To R o y Rogers)

Hours: Mon-Fri 10am - 10pm • Sat 10am - 5pm
Sun 10am - 4pm

1Session
FREE

ALWAYS

Any package of 5 sessions or more.

l

Beds only.
Package expires 30 days from date of
purchase.

| Unused visits expire 365 days from date of |

O n e coupon per person.

purchase. Offer cannot be com bined

Offers cannot be combined

I
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by Brian Falzarano

Back and better than ever
Like your mother always told you
when you were growing up, don’t pro
crastinate. Why put off tomorrow what
you can do today.
Unfortunately, for every time your
mother said that, there is probably a
million reasons why you don’t listen to
her. For hockey, there were what seemed
to be a million reasons which would
determ ine whether players such as
Wayne Gretzky, Brett Hull and Mark
Messier would take to the ice this year.
Fortunately, they decided to come
back. Surely most of you know all of the
issues fought about and who got the best
of everything - the owners. When they
finally solved the dispute, it was a great
relief. But many people, right or wrong,
question why this could not be solved
sooner.
When the sport o f hockey came back,
many questioned whether the game
would flourish as it seemed it would
after the Rangers won the Stanley Cup.
It was possible that hockey would step
back out of the limelight and into its past

role as ugly stepsister to other higher pro
file sports. It was also possible that the
game would come back and no one would
care. Every arena would be as empty as the
Brendan Byrne Arena, with the exception
of the Rangers coming to town.
Hockey is alive and well as of right now.
Which is good considering that with the
Rangers winning the Cup, the league had a
chance to enter into a whole new level of
popularity. T h e Rangers are one of the few
teams to have a special issue of Sports
Illustrated devoted to them. A television
deal with Fox, while it is only for a handful
of Sundays, is more exposure than the
NH L has had ever had.
A look around the league in the five
games played on Monday night was proof
that people are enjoying hockey as much, if
not more, than they have. While two tradi
tionally strong hockey towns (Montreal and
Toronto) had overflow crowds, arenas in
Philadelphia, Dallas and St. Louis came
within at least 1,500 seats of selling out.
These numbers show the obvious inter
est that fans have. In a way, hockey coming

Point/Counterpoint

Sports Editor Brian Falzarano

Treasurer Tom Tracy

Will baseball ever be the same as it was?
Brian: 1 love tl*e game of baseball,
the smell of the green grass in stadiums
such as Yankee and in ballparks such as
Fenway.
Unfortunately, the settling of the
baseball strike that took away one of
the great seasons of recent memory is
up in the air. Which is ironic. Just when
people wondered whether the game
was on its way down, players such as
KenGriffeyJr. and Matt Williams went
out and put up big years.
Baseball will com e back. But if they
put replacements on the field, it will
take longer than it would have if the
regular players were playing. Even if
the strike is settled soon, it will take
some time for people to embrace the
game again.
As for replacements, I would rather
watch American Legion games. At least
I would know what I am watching.

Tom: I grew up playing baseball and
watching it on television like most young
children. But, with this horrible strike loom
ing over us, even the biggest fan will have
a difficult time getting back into watching
the game if the strike is ever settled.
The 1994 season was one of the best in
recent memory. Records were being bro
ken the games were actually exciting.
Then, the evil people that rule the game
shut it down and stored it in some dark
place where no baseball fan could find it.
One begins to wonder if any of the
owners and players can remember when
they were kids playing baseball and
watched their heroes on television. No
body took the game away from them then.
Why are they taking it away from us now?
Baseball will be back, but for me it will
never be the same. The trust I put into the
game has been stolen by people who for
got what the game really meant.

back mid-season may have been the best
thing that could have happened for a
number of reasons. T he main reason that
hockey is as good as it has been in a long
time is that the league is so wide open.
Unless you are the Ottawa Senators, you
have a shot at making the playoffs. At least
12 teams have a shot winning the Stanley
Cup, proving that parity can he prevalent
throughout a league, espcially in a 48
game season.
Hockey has improved. It has taken a
step up, a push towards the limelight
usually afforded to sports known as foot
ball, basketball and baseball. N ow that
baseball is not being played, and may not
be played for some time, the sport has a
chance to skate away with a new following
and a new found place in eyes of America.

PARTING SHOTS
VIRTUAL REALITY': Despite our
.500 record, we currently occupy firstplace in the N H L ’s Atlantic Division.
That is until the rest of the teams in the
division (the Devils, Philadelphia, the
Rangers) wake up.
The Islanders have had their 10 min
utes of fame. N ow they should be content
with living in the shadows of the Rangers
and Devils.
I was really happy to see M ITCH
RICHM OND win the All-Star game
MVP award.
MICHAEL JORDAN was right when

he said Richmond was the toughest player
he had ever played against.
SH AQIJILLE O’NEAL may be great,
but HAKEEM OLAJIJWON was being
way too modest when he said Shat] was
the best center in baskcball.
Olajuwon secs the best center in bas
ketball everyday when he looks in the
mirror. H e doesn’t have trouble guarding
RIKSM ITS.
Portland couldn’t do better than OTIS
TH O RPE forCLYDEDREXLER, huh?
S p ea k in g o f centers, PATRICK
EWING has come on quite nicely, too.
D E IO N SANDERS is hosting Satur
day N ight Live. And I thought SN L just
couldn’t get any worse.
It is about time that people learn to
take what CHARLES BARKLEY says
with a grain of salt.
Why would he say anything racist and
be serious about it when his wife is white?
Think about it - he is planning to run
for governor of Alabama. As outrageous as
he is sometim es, he is not stupid.
T h e Jets just lost again, right?
Speakingofourguys in green, they are
probably locked in an office deciding who
their next blockbuster draft pick is going
to be. I’d bet you they take a punter - if I
was a betting man, that is.
Valentines Day. Just another excuse
for florists and candy stores to rake in
some money.
When are people going to learn? It’s all
just a money-making scam.
See you in seven.

Red Hawks Sports Week
Men’s Basketball:
Friday, Feb. 17
Saturday, Feb. 18

Old Westbury at MSU *
Rutgers-Camden at MSU

Men’s Swimming:
Today-Saturday
Feb. 16-18

MSU in
Metro Championsips

Women’s Basketball:
Saturday, Feb 18

Rutgers-Camden at MSU *

5 p.rr

* - at Panzer Gym, $ - at Red Hawk Pool. M SU ’s wrestling team does not
play any wrestling matches at home

To find out results on
the latest happenings
in M SU sports,
call th e Red H aw k
Sports H otline at
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655-7645 today!
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Red Hawk Men's b'ball
hoops
snaps twostats
game skid
(p. 25)
(p. 25)

